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Summary

Summary

To finish my study of Electrical Engineering at Eindhoven University of
Technology (TUE), I had to do a final project. This project has been performed at
the Department of Nuclear Medicine of the University Hospital Maastricht
(azM).

For the quantitative analysis of cardiac SPECT images, it is necessary to segment
and reorient the left ventricle (LV). The currently used manual methods are
subjective and time consuming. Therefore, automatic methods would be

preferabie.

An automatic method for the reorientation of the LV has been developed. The
global shape of the LV is obtained, using two different methods: the Weight
Method and Skeletonizing Method. Both methods result in a 3D image volume,

containing pixels, that describe the global shape of the LV. These pixels are used

for fitting aquadratic surface, using the Least Squares method. The long axis of
the fitted quadratic surface corresponds to the long axis of the LV. Due to some
asymmetric features of the LV, the results were not accurate enough. Therefore,

an optimization method has been developed as well. The method is based on the
evaluation of the sum image of radial long axis slices, using line profiles.

An automatic method for the segmentation of the LV has been developed. A
graph is created of the maximum counts of transverse slices. Local maxima in

this graph indicate possible midventricular slices. At every local maximum,

starting from the upper transverse slice to the bottom, a sum image of 9

transverse slices is created. Image processing techniques extract contours of
objects in this image. These contours are described by periodical functions,

obtained by calculating the tangent in every contour point. Contours are

classified by analysis of the Fourier transforms of the periodical functions. If a

contour, or combination of contours, is classified as being possibly the LV,

additional information of contour lengths, location, size, etc., are used to decide

whether the object is the LV. If this is the case, the procedure is repeated on the

sum image of sagittal slices through the detected object. If a possible LV is
detected on the transverse and sagittal sum image, the LV is said to be detected. If

this is not the case, a new local maximum in the graph is detected, and the whole

procedure is repeated.
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The methods were evaluated, using 50 STRESS studies and 50 REST studies of

other patients. The automatic segmentation succeeded in 98% of the 100 studies.

The automatic reorientation, using the Weight Method and the Skeletonizing

Method, was not accurate enough. The manual reorientation method showed

better results. After optimization the orientation of the LV was improved in part

of the studies. However, it still was not as accurate as the manual method.

The automatic segmentation needs no further improvement. The automatic
reorientation showed, that the human heart often considerably departs from the

ellipsoidal model, and, in some cases, is quite asymmetrical. Because of the

encouraging results with the optimization method, more research has to be done

to develop a quantitative measure for the orientation of radial long axis slices.

Once this measure is obtained, the orientation of the LV - after automatic

reorientation using the Weight Method - can be improved.
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1. Introduction

1

To finish my study of Electrical Engineering at Eindhoven University of

Technology (TUE), I had to do a final project. This project has been performed at

the department of Nuclear Medicine of the University Hospital Maastricht (azM).

At the department of Nuclear Medicine (at azM), an important investigation is

the perfusion of the myocard. The diagnosis is based on cardiac SPECT (Single

Photon Emission Computerised Tomography) images. In cardiac SPECT imaging

radioactive pharmaceuticals are used that are taken up more or less selectively by

the heart in proportion to perfusion. Consequently, the radiation intensity

reflects the perfusion of the heart. The radiation is measured at different angles

by a gamma-camera. From these measurements a 3D image, reflecting the

myocardial perfusion, can be obtained.

Transaxial images are images that are perpendicular to the long axis of the

patient, and are obtained as the direct result of tomographic reconstruction.

Therefore, these images are usually not perpendicular to the long axis of the left

ventricle (LV). Short axes images, obtained by reorientation of the 3-dimensional

(3D) data set, are perpendicular to the LV's long axis, and allow standardization of

myocardial perfusion SPECT display and interpretation; in addition, they make it

possible to present 3D information in 2D polar maps, the standard for

quantification and display of scintigraphic myocardial perfusion data.

For this purpose two steps can be distinguished. The first step is the manual

segmentation of the LV, because usually the 3D image contains the whole trunk

of the body. The second step is the reorientation of the LV.

Reorientation of myocardial perfusion SPECT tomograms typically requires

manual selection of a reference transaxial image and manual drawing of the LV's

long axis component in the transaxial plane. This operation is then repeated for

another tomographic plane (the sagittal plane) perpendicular to the transaxial

reference plane. The LV's long axis orientation in the transaxial and sagittal

planes defines its orientation in the 3D space, which in turn defines the change

of-co-ordinate matrix necessary to reslice the image volume perpendicularly to

the LV's long axis. This manual procedure is not only time consuming, but it is

also subjective. Incorrect selection of the LV long axis can produce significant

artefacts and the quantitative analysis can be misleading because of incorrect
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reangulation.
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The manual selection of the LV's long axis for reorientation is probably the most

variabie step in processing myocardial perfusion SPEeT. Therefore, a more

sophisticated, preferably automatic method is necessary to obtain reliable

quantitative results.

Problem Definition
A program for the quantitative analysis of myocardial perfusion data has been

developed in the azM. The program uses the manually obtained short axes slices,

as discussed before, as input for the extraction of the polar maps, called Bull's Eye

display. To make the manual procedure less time consuming and to improve the

reproducibility of reorientation of the LV an automatic method for the

segmentation and reorientation of the LV has to be developed.
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2. Nuclear Medicine

2.1. Introduction

3

Nuclear medicine occupies itself with the application of radioactive substances in

patient care, in diagnosis as weIl as therapy. In this report we will restrict

ourselves to diagnosis: creating images by using radioactive isotopes.

This kind of investigation is based on the property that some materials are taken

up very selective by a particular organ. If one is interested in the functioning of

an organ, a radioactive substance is administered to the patient. This substance

must be metabolized or taken up selectively by that organ. The radiation of the

substance, that is coming out of the organ, can be measured outside the body of

the patient. The results of the measurement provide data to create one or a series

of images of the organ. The fundamental property of this kind of images is that

they give an indication of the function of a particular organ, in stead of the

anatomical shape of organs, as happens with roentgenology.

2.2. Radiation Detection

2.2.1. Scintillation Detector

Radiation from radioactive materials interacts with matter by causing ionization

and/or excitation of atoms and molecules. When the ionized or excited products

undergo recombination or deexcitation, energy is released. Most of the energy is

dissipated as thermal energy, e.g. molecular vibrations in gases or liquids or

lattice vibrations in a crystal; however, in some materials a portion of the energy

is released as visible light. These materials are called scintillators, and radiation

detectors made from them are called scintillation detectors.

A characteristic common to all scintillators is that the amount of light produced

by a single r ray, f3 particle, etc. is very smalle In the early days of nuclear physics,

it was common to study the characteristics of particles by observing and counting,

in a darkened room, the scintillation produced by these particles on a zinc

sulphide scintillation screen. The obvious limitations on counting speed and

accuracy with this system have been eliminated in modern applications with the

introduction of ultrasensitive electronic light detectors called photomultiplier
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tubes.

Photomultiplier (PM) tubes are electronic tubes that produce a pulse of electric

current when stimulated by very weak light signais, e.g. a scintillation produced

bya r ray or f3 ray particle in a scintillation detector. Their basic principles are

illustrated in Fig. 2.1.

The most commonly used scintillator, by far, for detectors in nuclear medicine is

NaI(TI) (thallium-activated sodium iodide). In this crystal a portion of the energy

of the incoming r ray is released as visible light: the lightphotons.

The inside front surface of the glass entrance window of the PM tube is coated

with a photoemissive substance. A photoemissive substance is one that ejects

electrons when struck by photons of visible light. The photoemissive surface is

called photocathode, and electrons ejected from it are photoelectrons.

entrance wlndow

anode

focusing grid

photocathode

Iightphoton
Nal(TI)

gamma ray ---t--

t--__--Ihigh voltage 1--__--.1

supply 1200 V

Figure 2.1: basic principies ofa photomultplier {PM} tube

A short distance from the photocathode is a metal plate called a dynode. The

dynode is maintained at a positive voltage (typically 200-400 V) relative to the

photocathode and attracts the photoelectrons ejected from it. A focusing grid
directs the photoelectrons toward the dynode. The dynode is coated with a

material having relatively high secondary emission characteristics. A high-speed

photoelectron striking the dynode surface ejects several secondary electrons from

it. The electron multiplication factor depends on the energy of the photoelectron,

which in turn is determined by the voltage difference between the dynode and

the photocathode.
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Secondary electrons ejected from the first dynode are attracted to a second

dynode, which is maintained at 50-150 V higher potential than the first dynode,

and the electron multiplication process is repeated. This occurs through many

additional dynode stages (typically 9-12 in all), until finally a shower of electrons

is collected at the anode. Typical electron multiplication factors are x3 to x6 per

dynode. The total electron multiplication factor is very large - e.g. 610 for a ten

stage tube with average multiplication factor 6 at each dynode. Thus a relatively

large pulse of current is produced when the tube is stimulated byeven a

relatively weak light signal. Note that the amount of current produced is

proportional to the intensity of the light signal incident on the photocathode and

thus also to the amount of energy deposited by the radiation event in the crystal.

2.2.2. Gamma Camera

The gamma camera consists of a large rectangular or circular NAI(TI) crystal

(diameter z 50 cm., thickness typically 1 cm.). Behind this crystal an array of PM

tubes is placed. When a photon is emitted from the crystal, the resulting light

flash is detected by many of the PM tubes. However, the intensity of the flash will

be different for the PM tubes. The relative amplitudes of the signals are used to

calculate the location of the light flash.

To get an image, and not just blurs, the r rays have to be focused on the crystal.
This is done by the collimator (Fig 2.2). This is a thick plate of lead, usually with a

high number of small parallel holes. Now only the radiation with a direction

perpendicular to the crystal is able to reach the crystal. Radiation from other

directions is absorbed by the lead.
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[

crystal collimator

y radlaflon

Figure 2.2: basic princip/es ofthe gamma camera

2.2.3. Single Photon Emission Computerised Tomography (SPECT)

The images obtained by the gamma camera provide us with 2 dimensional (2D)
information. With a method, called computerised tomography, a 3D image can
be reconstructed from a set of 2D projections, that are taken at different angles

around the patient. Theoretically a total rotation angle of 180° is sufficient to

compute the tomographic image. Usually, the total rotation angle of the head of

the gamma camera is 360°. However, in case of cardiac SPECT imaging the total

angle is 180°. This is because the radiation at the back of the patient is highly

attenuated, and hardly contributes to a tomographic image of better quality.

2.3. Cardiac SPECT Imaging

In cardiac SPECT imaging radioactive pharmaceuticals are used that are taken up

more or less selectively by the heart in proportion to perfusion. Consequently,

the radiation intensity reflects the perfusion of the heart. For physiological

reasons the LV will show a higher tracer uptake than the right ventricle (RV).

The RV only has to pump the blood through the lungs, whereas the LV has to
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pump the blood through the rest of the body. The LV has therefore a myocardial

wall thickness that is considerably larger than that of the RV. This means that the

perfusion of the LV is much higher than the perfusion of the RV.

If something is wrong with the heart this mostly will be because of perfusion

defects of the LV. To make a diagnosis of the functioning of the heart, two

tomographic images are used. One image is obtained after stress, i.e. the patient

had to exercise, resulting in high perfusion in places where the coronary arteries

are not stenosed or blocked. In rest, a few hours after the first acquisition, the

demand for blood is largely decreased, and regions that are perfused by a stenosed

artery may show similar tracer uptake as regions fed by normal arteries. Regions

corresponding to blocked arteries are neither in rest nor in stress perfused. The

relevance of the investigation is finding viabie but threatened myocardial tissue,

since a 'dotter' procedure or a so called by-pass may relieve the problem. In the

azM, approximately 3000 myocard SPEeT studies are performed yeady.
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3. Quantitative Analysis of the LV

3.1. Definitions ofViews in Cardiac SPECT Imaging

9

This paragraph defines the views used in cardiac SPECT imaging. Siemens'

ICON system reconstructs transverse slices from the raw projections. Assuming

the patient was scanned with leet first, the numbering is from bottom to top (Fig.
3.1).

Coronal Oblique

Transverse

Figure J. /: cubicle JD image of fhe LV wifh ifs views

Now it is possible to extract sagittal and coronal slices from the transverse set.

From the transverse set can be extracted another set, called oblique. Oblique slices

are perpendicular to the long axis of the more or less symmetrical LV. When use

is made of the oblique set, the references to the different views are called

transverse, sagittal, and coronal as weIl. The transverse slices of the oblique set

(Fig. 3.2) are also referred to as short axes slices.

Later on in this section there will be spoken of a set of radial long axis slices.
These slices are perpendicular to the short axes slices, going through the long axis

of the LV. The extraction of these slices is performed in such a way that they the

long axis of the LV is in the middle of the long axis of the LV.

To avoid mistakes: if we refer to transverse, sagittal, or coronal slices, these views

refer to the transverse set. If there is spoken of short axes or long axis slices, the

views refer to the oblique set.
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Transverse

Ant Head
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Head

Rlght

Post

Transverse

Left Post

Feet

Sagittal

Ant Right

Feet

Coronal

Left

Oblique

Ant Base Base

Sap

Int

Transverse

Lat Int

Apex

Sagittal

Ant Sap

Apex

Coronal

Lat

Figure J.2: Definition of the views usedin Cardiac SPECTimaging

3.2. Reconstruction of3D -data sets from Raw Projections with ICON

In § 3.1. is explained that ICON reconstructs raw projections, resulting in

transverse slices. In the analysis of myocardial perfusion only transverse slices

that contain parts of the LV are needed. Therefore the operator has to select an

upper and a lower limit in the raw projections. These raw projections are

displayed in a cine (Fig. 3.3). A cine is a set of images that can be viewed one by

one, like watching a movie. When the operator clicks on the 'PLAY' command

of the cine, all the raw projections will pass one by one with selected speed. H a

raw projection passes on which the location of the LV is visible the operator

selects the 'STOP' commando This image he uses to set the upper and the lower
limit.

Once the transverse set is obtained, the operator is abIe to draw the projection of
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the long axis of the LV on a selected transverse slice (Fig. 3.4). This action is

repeated on a sagittal slice. Hence the operator has defined a 3D long axis of the

LV. This long axis is used to extract an oblique set of slices. The result of the

oblique extraction is shown in Fig 3.3.

SPECT: EKomple TLHeart

Figure 3.3: Reconstruction ofthe rawprojections and the resu/ts of the
ob/ique extraction

Because the symmetry properties of the LV (Fig. 3.3) are best observed in oblique

sets this is the most commonly used data set for quantitative myocardial

perfusion analysis. The next paragraph describes a way of displaying myocardial

perfusion, as represented in the 3D oblique data set, in a 2D image for the

quantitative analysis of the perfusion of the LV. The 2D image is called Bull's Eye

image.
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SPECT: EHample TlJleart

Figure J.4: selection ot the long axis on a selected transver.se and
sagittalslice tor the ex/raction otan oblique data set

3.3. Bull's Eye Display

In the azM, a program called azM_BullsEye, has been developed. This application

allows the semi-quantitative evaluation of non-gated SPECT studies of

myocardial perfusion. In the analysis radial long axis slices are quantified and the

myocardial tracer uptake is mapped in the form of a Bull's Eye. A formally proper

acronym for the program could have been SQUAMPUSLAS (Semi-Quantitative

Analysis of Myocard Perfusion Using SPECT Long-Axis Slices). This paragraph

will explain the meaning of a Bull's Eye image.
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3.3.1. Geometrie Model of the LV

IJ

The shape of the LV can best be described by an ellipsoid, whose top is cut off (Fig.
3.5a). The Bull's Eye images are based on this model. The long axis of the
ellipsoid corresponds with the long axis of the LV.

Cardiologists want to have insight in the perfusion pattern of the LV. To achieve
this, radial long axis slices can be reviewed with the shape and the intensity of the

imaged tracer-uptake as criteria.

base

apex

Long Axis

a.

Radial
Long Axis
Slice

b.

Sum of all
Radial Long
Axis Slices with
fitted ellipse

c.

Segmentation
of the Radial
Long Axis Slices

d.

Figure .J.S: geometrie model of the LV

A radial long axis slice will show the shape of Fig. 3.5b. All the radial long axis

slices are summed. In the shape of the resulting image an ellipse can be fitted

(Fig. 3.5c). The resulting ellipse on the summed radial long axis slices can be

segmented, where every segment has an equally sized area. In every segment the

average count value is calculated for every radial long axis slice (Fig. 3.5d).

The obtained 30 information is shown in Fig. 3.6 (left). Unfortunately this way of

presentation of quantitative results is very unpractical. Therefore a method has
been developed to display this 30 information in a 20 image, the Bull's Eye. The

principle of this method is to fold out the ellipsoid, resulting in the image of Fig.

3.6 (right). The center of the Bull's Eye corresponds with the apex, while the outer

boundary corresponds with the base of the LV.
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This is comparable with folding out the globe in the same way, resulting in a map
with Antarctica in the center and the North Pole as the outer boundary.

Figure 3.6: BuUs Eye reconsfruction

3.3.2. Extraction of the Bull's Eye Image

As explained before, radial long axis slices have to be extracted from the oblique

set. In the azM_BullsEye program 32 long axis slices are extracted. To segment

these slices, all the slices are summed, resulting in a sum-image (Fig. 3.7). This

sum image is the input for an ellipse fit routine, using the Least Squares method.

Figure 3.7: long axissum-image
wifh fiffed ellipse
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The next step in the procedure is to get an inner boundary polygon and an outer

boundary polygon to define the myocardial wall clearly; the polygons are

obtained by taking two line pieces of equal length, perpendicular to the fitted

ellipse, to the inside and the outside of the fitted ellipse, respectively. This results

in a segmented long axis sum-image (Fig. 3.8). The number of segments will

always be odd to make sure the apex will be projected in the center of the Bull's

Eye.

Figure J.8: segmented long
axissum-image

Finally the contents of the segments in all the radial long axis slices are projected

on the Bull's Eye map (Fig. 3.9).

Figure J.9: Bull's Eye image
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Defects on the Bull's Eye image are detected by comparing the image with a
Normal Bull's Eye image. The Normal Bull's Eye image is an image, obtained

from a data base of healthy LV's. It is calculated in the following way. Within a

large central area of each Bull's Eye that has been obtained from a person without

cardiomyopathy, the average pixel value is calculated (say A counts). Then the

Bull's Eye is normalised by multiplying by lOOD/A. The average of all normal

Bull's Eyes, normalised in this way, is calculated (we call this the intermediate

average). Also the standard deviation over the intermediate average Bull's Eye is

ca1culated pixel wise using the normalised Bull's Eyes, resulting in an

intermediate Standard Deviation map. Assume that the maximum of the

intermediate average Bull's Eye is AM (since we have normalised with an

average obtained over a large area, AM will generally be larger than 1000). Then

the Normal Bull's Eye is finally obtained by multiplying the intermediate

average Bull's Eye lOOD/AM, and the corresponding final Standard Deviation

map by multiplying the intermediate Standard Deviation map with the same
factor.

The differences between the two images can be expressed in percentage of the

Normal Bull's Eye or in the number of standard deviations of the Standard

Deviation map.
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4. Automatic Reorientation of the LV

4.1.1ntroduction

17

Thallium-201 (201TI) myocardial SPECT is now widely accepted for the diagnosis

of coronary artery disease, qualitative and quantitative evaluation of the degree
and size of myocardial infarction and ischemia, as weIl as evaluation of

myocardial viability. Anatomieally, the main axis, or long axis, of the LV does not

coincide with one of the main axes of the body, i.e. the head-feet axis, the

anterior-inferior axis, and the right-left axis; the transverse tomograms usually

do not provide adequate information about the anatomie relationship of the

myocardial segments.

Since the LV tracer distribution is grossly symmetrieal when represented on short

axes sections, they have become the most popular way for displaying myocardial

tomograms. In the azM a Bull's eye program has been developed which is based

on the analysis of long axis slices. This means that the LV long axis has to be

reoriented after the reconstruction of the transverse sections. This is currently

achieved by manual selection of the LV long axis on the transverse and oblique

sagittal sections (Fig. 3.4), as is explained in § 3.2.

This procedure is sometimes difficult for the operator and the resulting

reproducibility is relatively poor. Incorrect selection of the LV long axis can

produce signifieant artefacts and the quantitative analysis can be misleading

because of incorrect reangulation. Therefore, a more sophisticated, preferably

automatic method is necessary to obtain reliable quantitative results.

Different methods have been proposed to define the long axis of the LV. The

main limitation of these methods is the manual intervention of the operator.

Reorientation is performed on transverse and sagittal slices that are chosen

visuaIly. Moreover, the calculation of the long axis direction requires manual

centring of these images and the positioning of geometrie limits [Boire et al, 1989;

He et al, 1991]. Such problems do not occur with the principal axis method [Faber

et al, 1989], but the results are highly influenced by the defect size.

In one of the most recently presented methods [Cauvin et al, 1992] these

disadvantages do not occur. Except for the selection of a region of interest (ROl),

no manual intervention is required. The defect size is not a problem because the
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direction of the long axis is ca1culated from a fitted quadratic surface. The

Skeletonizing Method, discussed in the next sections, is based on this method.

A disadvantage of the method of [Cauvin et al, 1992] is the manual positioning of

the spherical ROl around the LV. When the LV shows a high contrast relative to

the surrounding background, this ROl is not required. However, it becomes a

necessary operation to exclude regions with a high extracardiac tracer uptake.

When the radiotracer is taken up with a high concentration in organs close to the

myocardium, such as the lungs or the liver, it may become difficult to define

correctly a spherical ROl containing only the LV. Unwanted hot spots will have

negative effects on the automatic reorientation of the LV. Therefore, a method

for automatic segmentation has been developed as weIl. This subject is treated in

chapter 5.

4.2. Obtaining the Global Shape of the LV

The first step in reorienting the LV is to obtain an indication of the shape of it.

This shape consists of a number of points that can be used as input for a Least

Squares fitting routine. Therefore, the quality of the reorientation of the LV

depends on the method used for obtaining the shape. Two methods have been

developed for obtaining the global shape of the LV.

Weight Method

The first method, called the Weight Method, originates from the supposition that

pixels with the highest counts usually are a better indication of the location of the

center of the myocardial wall than pixels with fewer counts. For each pixel the

fitting routine will use weight factors depending on the number of counts of that

particular pixel.

The global shape of the LV is obtained by thresholding the segmented 3D image

volume (Fig. 4.1b) at a level of 50% of the maximum count in the entire

myocardium. Pixels with counts above this threshold are kept at their original

value, while the others are set to zero.

It is possible that small areas with high counts, which do not belong to the shape

of the LV, show up in the thresholded image volume. Therefore it is checked

how many pixels have 26 neighbours in the 3D space. If more than 100 pixels

satisfy this condition, all other pixels are set to zero (Fig. 4.1d). This is an erosion
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in 3D, described in the next paragraph. If this is not the case, the fit routine would

use not enough points for areliabie result of the automatic reorientation. Then

the criterion of 26 neighbours is changed into 9 neighbours. In this way still

separated points will be deleted, and there are enough points available for a

reliable result (Fig. 4.1c). The resulting 3D image volume is used for calculating

the quadratic surface parameters.

( a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 4. I: Transverse seetions of(a) original image; (b) thresholded image;
(e) thresholded image with allpixels, having less than 9 neighbour.s, set tozero;
(d) thresholded image with allpixels, having less than 26 neighbours, set to zero

Skeletonizing Method

The second method extracts the skeleton of the LV. The skeleton is a binary 3D

image volume. Consequently, the skeleton contains just "0"5 or 'T's. Weighting

these pixels would be pointless. Because the second method is more complicated

than the first one, the method is explained in more detail in the next section.
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4.2.1. The Skeleton of a Region
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An important approach to representing the structural shape of a plane region is

to reduce it to a graph. This reduction may be accomplished by obtaining the
skeleton of the region via a thinning (also called skeletonizing) algorithm.

The skeleton of a region R, defined by border B (the fat lines in Fig. 4.2), may be
defined via the medial axis transformation (MAT) [Gonzalez, pp. 491,492]. The

MAT of a region with border B is as follows. For each point p in R, we find its

closest neighbour in B. If P has more than one such neighbour, it is said to belong

to the medial axis (skeleton) of R. The concept of 'closest' depends on the

definition of a distance, and therefore the results of a MAT operation are

influenced by the choice of a distance measure. Fig. 4.2. shows some exampies

using the Euclidean distance; the fat lines define the border, and the other lines

represent the skeletons.

Figure 4.2: Media/ axes of three simpte regions

Although the MAT of a region yields an intuitively pleasing skeleton, direct

implementation potentially involves calculating the distance from every interior

point to every point on the boundary of a region. Numerous algorithms have

been proposed for improving computational efficiency while at the same time

attempting to produce a medial axis representation of a region. TypicaIly, these

are thinning algorithms that iteratively delete edge points of a region subject to

the constraints that deletion of these points

(1) does not remove end points, where end points are defined as points,

belonging to the border as weIl as to the skeleton,
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(2) does not break connectedness, and

(3) does not cause excessive erosion of the region, where erosion is defined

as Eq. 4.7 in the next paragraph.

4.2.2. Morphology

Before the method, used in the reorientation of the LV, is explained we have to

pay some attention to morphology. This word commonly denotes a branch of

biology that deals with the form and structure of animals and plants. We use the

same word here in the context of mathematical morphology as a tooI for

extracting image components that are useful in the representation and

description of region shape, such as a skeleton.

The language of mathematical morphology is set theory. As such, morphology

offers a unified and powerful approach to numerous image processing problems.

Sets in mathematical morphology represent the shapes of objects in an image.

We begin the discussion of morphological operations by treating in some detail a

set of four operations: dilation, erosion, opening, and closing.

Some basic definitions
Let A and B be sets in Z2, with vector components a=(al ,a2 ) and b=(bl ,b2 ),

respectively. The translation of A by vector x =(XI ,X2), denoted (At, is defined as

(At ={clc=a+x, foraeA}

The reflection of B in its origin, denoted B, is defined as

B={xix =-b, for b eB}

The complement of set A is

AC ={xlx~A}

FinallYI the difference of two sets A and B, denoted A - B, is defined as

A - B = {xix e A, x ~ B} = A (\ BC

(4.1)

(4.2)

(4.3)

(4.4)
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Fig. 4.3 illustrates the definitions just presented where the black dot identifies the

origin of each set.

(0)

A Xl---

(b)

(c)

B

(d)

(e)

B

(f)

(A-B)

Figure 4.3: (a) set A,' (b) setA translated bypointX' (c) set8;
(d) reflection of8; (e) set A andits complement· (f) the difference
oftwo sets (shown lined). The dot in each ofthe first four figures
indicates the origin of the set.

Dilation

With A and B as sets in Z2 and el denoting the empty set, the dilation of A by B,

denoted A EB B, is defined as
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A Et> B = {xl(B)" /Î A :I: 0 }
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(4.5)

Thus the dilation process consists of obtaining the reflection of B about its origin
and then shifting this reflection by x. The dilation of A by B then is the set of all x

displacements such that Band A overlap by at least one nonzero element. Based
on this interpretation, Eq. (4.5) may be rewritten as

(4.6)

Set B is commonly referred to as the structuring element in dilation, as weIl as in

other morphological operations. Fig. 4.4 iHustrates the dilation operator.

Erosion

For sets A and B in Z2, the erosion of A by B, denoted AaB, is defined as

(4.7)

which, in words, says that the erosion of A by B is the set of all points x such that

B, translated by x, is contained in A. Fig. 4.5 iHustrates the erosion operator.

Opening and Oosing

As we have seen, dilation expands an image and erosion shrinks it. In this

section we discuss two other important morphological operations: opening and

closing. Opening generally smooths the contour of an image, breaks narrow

isthmuses, and eliminates thin protrusions. Closing also tends to smooth

sections of contours but, as opposed to opening, it generally fuses narrow breaks

and long thin gulfs, eliminates small holes, and fiHs gaps in the contour.

The opening of set A by structuring element B, denoted A 0 B, is defined as

AOB =(A 13 B) Et> B (4.8)

which, in words, says that the opening of A by B is simply the erosion of A by B,

followed by a dilation of the result by B.
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d

d

(a)

A

d/4

[Jt4

(b)

I I
dlB

d

(c)

I I
dlB

d/4

• d

d/2

d

d/2

(d)

I I
dlB

d

(e)

I I
dlB

Figure 4.4: (a) origlnalset A: (b) square stnJeturing element and lts reffeetlon' (e) dllaflon
ofA by8, shown shaded; (d) elongatedstrueturing element; (e) dllaflon ofA using thls
element

The closing of set A by structuring element B, denoted A eB, is defined as

AeB=(AEaB)6B (4,9)
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which, in words, says that the closing of A by B is simply the dilation of A by B,

followed by the erosion of the result by B.

d

d

(0)

d/4

• d

~=B

(d)

A

(b)

I I
dlB

I I
dlB

3d/4

(c)

3d/4

(e)

I I
dlB

I I
dlB

d/2

Figure 4.5: (a) originalsetA' (b) square strueturing element andits ref/eetion; (e) erosion
ofA by8, shown shaded; (dJ elongatedstrueturing element· (e) erosion ofA using this
element

4.2.3. Skeletonizing algorithm

The operators discussed in § 4.2.2. are used for extracting the skeleton of an object.

The skeleton of a set (region) A can be expressed in terms of erosions and

openings [Gonzalez, 1993, pages 538-541]. That is, with S(A) denoting the skeleton

of A, it can be shown that
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with

S(A)k = (A e kB) - [(A e kB)OB]
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(4.10)

(4.11)

where B is a structuring element, (A e kB) indicate k successive erosions of A;

that is

(A 8kB) = ((... (A e B)@B)e... )8B

k times, and K is the last iterative step before A erodes to an empty set. In other

words,

K =max{ki(A e kB) :# 0}.

As before, the symbol (0) is used to denote the opening operation in Eq. (4.11).

The formulation given in Eqs. (4.10) and (4.11) states that S(A), the skeleton of A,
can be obtained as the union of the skeleton subsets Sk(A).

Fig. 4.6 illustrates the concept just discussed. The first column shows the original

set (at the top), and two erosions by the structuring element B. Note that one

more erosion of A would yield the empty set, so K = 2 in this case. The second

column shows the opening of the sets in the first column by B. The third column

simply contains the set differences between the first and the second columns.

The fourth column contains two partial skeletons and the final result (at the

bottom of the column). The final skeleton not only is thicker than it needs to be

but, more important, it is not connected. This result is not unexpected, as nothing

in the preceding formulation of the morphological skeleton guarantees

connectivity. Morphology produces an elegant formulation in terms of erosions

and openings of the given set. However, heuristic formulations such as in § 4.2.1.

are needed if the skeleton must be maximally thin, connected, and minimally

eroded.
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k A6kB (A8kB)OB

o

S(A)

r-
Io- -

r-
f-- I--

I I--- -

2

B

•~8f......·•
f.,.~,L...-...L- .....L. ---L ---J ----I

Figure 4.6: on example of the implementation ofEq. (4. 11). The original set is shown at the
top lef!, andits morphologicalskeleton is shown at the bottom ofthe fourth column.
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4.2.4. Skeletonizing the LV
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The morphological method for skeletonizing the LV is used in our reorientation
method. Because the skeleton is used as input for a Least Squares fit routine, the

possible disconnections in the skeleton will not cause any harm to the quality of

the reorientation. Therefore, we do not use heuristic formulations to prevent the

skeletonizing algorithm from disconnecting parts of the skeleton. The advantage

of not implementing these heuristic formulations is that the algorithm is less

time consuming.

Figure 4.7: structuring element
for skeletonizing in JO

This far we have discussed skeletonizing in a 2D world. However, the images we

are using provide us with 3D information. The only extension we have to add to

make the skeletonizing algorithm work in 3D is to apply a 3D structuring
element (Fig. 4.7) to the 3D image volume.

Figure 4.8: transverse sections ofan onginal image (Ieft) and its skeleton (nght)

Fig. 4.8 shows the transverse sections of an original image and its skeleton. To

obtain the skeleton, the steps shown in Fig. 4.9 were needed. The number of

iterations was 1, so in this case K = 1.
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( a)

(c)

(e)

(b)

(d)

(f)

29

Figure 4.9: transverse seetions of(a) thresho/ded image or Oth erosion,
(b) Oth opening,' (e) Is! erosion,- (ei) Ist opening,- (e) Oth differenee,'
(f) Ist differenee
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4.3. Calculation of the Quadratic Surface Parameters

Once the global shape of the LV is obtained, the parameters of the quadratic

surface can be calculated.

Let g(X, Y,Z)=l be the quadratic equation in the Cartesian co-ordinate system

(D,X,Y,Z), defined by the axes of the cubicle 3D image volume. The equation of

the quadratic function may be written using matrix notation:

. (Al A4 AS)(X) (Al)g(X,y,Z)=(X Y Z) A4 A2 A6 Y +(X Y Z) As =1
As A6 A3 Z A9

(4.12)

While using the Weight Method, the N points of the thresholded image are

weighted with a factor that is directly proportional with the counts, divided by
the threshold level and raised to the third power, of the particular points. This

definition of the weight factor is experimentally determined. Using the third

power seemed to give the best results. If the skeleton of the LV is used, the weight

factor for every pixel is 1, because the skeleton of the LV is a binary image

volume that contains just "O"s and 'T's.

The problem consists in calculating the coefficients Ai from the 3D co-ordinates

(Xi' Yi,Z) of the N points of the obtained shape of the LV. This is achieved by

minimizing the total squared error between the exact position of the points

(Xii Yi,Z) on the quadratic surface and their real position in the co-ordinate system

(D,X, Y,Z). To solve this minimization problem, use is made of a mathematical

technique, called the Least Squares (LS) method [Bosch vd, 1994, pp. 100-102].

Collect the parameters Ai in the parameter vector a

(4.13)

The function to be minimized can be written as

(4.14)
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with

and

W
j
=(countS(Xi , Yj ,Zi»)3 for the Wei ht Method

threshold level g

wj = 1 for the Skeletonizing Method

where g is the fitted quadratic surface and a the estimated parameter vector.

The regression vector t/J (X,Y,Z) is defined as

t/J(X, Y,X) = (X2 y2 Z2 2XY 2XZ 2YZ X Y zf

Hence the function g(X,Y,Z) can be written as

The criterion function (4.14) then becomes

In the optimaI solution, the gradient of JN (a) with respect to a is zero:

From linear algebra is known that

~[l-t/JTat=-2~[t/JTa].[1-t/JTa]aa aa
= -2t/J[1- t/JTa]

Then Eq. (4.18) becomes:

(4.15)

(4.16)

(4.17)

(4.18)

Hence the optimal solution a can be found by solving the following set of

equations, also called the Normal Equations:
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[
1 N T] 1 N

-,LwJ/HI) a =-,LwJP
N i=1 N i-I
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(4.19)

It is more convenient to have a matrix-vector notation for Eq. (4.19). This is

obtained by defining the following matrix cP and vector G:

(4.20)

The criterion function then becomes

(4.21)

where 1.12 represents the Euclidean norm. The Normal Equations (4.19) are

written as

(4.22)

from which the solution is obtained via

(4.23)

Fig. 4.10 shows the resulting fitted quadratic surfaces for the Weight Method,

using the 9 neighbours criteria and 26 neighbours criteria, and the Skeletonizing

Method, respectively.

4.4. The Principal Axes of the Quadratic Surface

Now the parameter vector a is known the three normalized eigenvectors Ex, Ey,

and Ez are calculated from the quadratic matrix of Eq. (4.12), i.e. the eigenvectors

Ex, Ey, and Ez are the principal axes of the fitted quadratic surface. These
eigenvectors define an orthonormal basis, i.e. a new co-ordinate system (o,x,y,z)

aligned on the three principal axes of the quadratic surface. Let R be an

orthogonal matrix with corresponding eigenvectors Ex,Ey, and Ez, respectively, as

column vectors
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then R- l = RT and

( a) (b)
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(4.24)

(c)

Figure 4.10: transverse sections offitted quadratic surtaces using (a) Weight
Method with the 9 neighbours criteria; (b) Weight Method with the 26
neighbouIS criteria- (c) Skeletonizing Method

(

al 0 0)
a= 0 a2 0 =RTAR

o 0 aJ

(4.25)

Let all a2 and aJ be the eigenvalues corresponding to the eigenvectors EXI EyandEz.

The coefficients all as and ag are calculated by multiplying the (AlIAslAg) vector by

RT
:
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(4.26)

Now we are able to rewrite Eq. (4.12) as an equation on principal axes:

(
al 0 0J(XJ (a

7

Jg(x,y,z)=(x y z) 0 a2 0 Y +(x Y z) as =1
o 0 a3 z a9

(4.27)

The center co-ordinates (xClYClzc) of the quadratic surface in the (o,x,y,z) co-ordinate

system are calculated from Eq. (4.27):

al[x+~]2 +a2[y+!!.L]2 +a3[z+~]2 = 1+ a; + a~ + a~ ,
2a1 2a2 2a3 4a1 4a2 4a3

a a awhere x =__7 Y =__s and z =__9
c 2a

1
' c 2a2 c 2a3

(4.28)

The center co-ordinates (XCI YCl Ze> of the LV in the Cartesian co-ordinate system

satisfy

(4.29)

The LV can be reoriented with the knowledge of the center co-ordinates and the

directions of the principal axes of the LV (Fig. 4.11). Next paragraph describes the

implementation of the theory of the preceding sections.

4.5. Implementation

The reorientation of the LV is implemented in ICON's Macros and Programming

Environment (MPE). MPE programs are written in a version of the Pascal

programming language. Use is made of External routines to get a faster code. The

flow chart of the automatic reorientation is shown in Appendix I.
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Figure 4.//: set otshort axes slices otter automatic reorientation

4.5.1. The Normal Equations

After converting the 3D image volume into a 3D array by the external routine

e_azM_GHS_ConvToArray, the external routine e_azM_GHS_ThreshArray

thresholds the 3D array at a level of 50% of the maximum count in the 3D array

and removes the pixels with less than either 9 or 26 neighbours, depending on

the number of pixels that will remain. The LV is skeletonized by the external

routine e_azM_GHS_Skeleton3D. The Normal Equations are calculated in the

external routine e_azM_GHS_NormEq. In this routine weighted regression

vectors are calculated for all the N points, obtained via thresholding. These

regression vectors are used for calculating the 9x9 matrix <l>T<I> and the vector
<l>TG of Eq. (4.22).

4.5.2. Solution of the Normal Equations

The parameters of the quadratic surface are obtained by solving a set of 9 linear

algebraic equations. These equations are solved by two external routines,

e_azM_GHS_ludcmp and e_azM_GHS_lubksb. Use is made of LU

decomposition. The first routine substitutes the 9x9 matrix by its LU

decomposition [Press, 1992, pp. 39-45]. We will give a brief description of this.
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We are able to write any nonsingular square matrix A as a product of two

matrices,

L·U=A (4.30)

where Lis lower triangular (has elements only on the diagonal and below) and U

is upper triangular (has elements only on the diagonal and above). For the case
of a 4x4 matrix A, for example, Eq. (4.30) would look like this:

all 0 0 0 /311 /312 /313 /314 ~I al2 al3 ~4

a 21 a 22 0 0 0 /322 /323 /324 ~I a22 a23 ~4= (4.31)
a 31 a 32 a 33 0 0 0 /333 /334 a31 a32 a33 a34

a 41 a 42 a 43 a 44 0 0 0 /344 a41 a42 a43 a44

We can use a decomposition such as Eq. (4.30) to solve the linear set

A • x = (L. U). x = L. (U • x) = b

by first solving for the vector y such that

L.y=b

and then solving

U.x=y

(4.32)

(4.33)

(4.34)

The advantage of breaking up one linear set into two successive ones is that the

solution of a triangular set of equations can be computed directly, without

solving simultaneous equations (thus, without using the Gauss elimination)

[Kreyszig, 1988, pp. 1001-1012].

e_azM_GHS_ludcmp sets a jj=l (this is possible for all nonsingular square

matrices [Kreyszig, 1988, pp. 1010]), so if the input of the routine is matrix A, the

output of the routine will be its LU decomposition, written as
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f31l f312
a 2l f322
a 3l a 32
a 4l a 42

f313 f3l4

f323 f324

f333 f334

a 43 f344

(4.35)

The routine e_azM_GHS_ludcmp performs implicit pivoting as weIl. The
solution of Eq. (4.33) and Eq. (4.34) is performed by e_azM_GHS_lubksb. In this

routine use is made of forward substitution for Eq. (4.33):

b
Y

__1
1-

all
i =2,3, ... ,N (4.36)

while backsubstitution is used for Eq. (4.34):

i = N - 1, N - 2, ... ,1 (4.37)

The input of this routine is the LU decomposition of A, written as Eq. (4.35), and

vector b. On the output vector b is replaced by the solution vector x. In our case
this is the solved parameter vector a.

4.5.3. The Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors

Since the quadrature matrix of Eq. (4.12) is symmetrical the eigenvalues and

eigenvectors can be calculated using Jacobi Transformations [Press, 1992, pp. 382

389]. The Jacobi method consists of a sequence of orthogonal similarity

transformations of the form of Eq. (4.38). Because of these transformations the

matrix A is nudged to a diagonal form.

A ~ p~1 • A • P1 ~ p;1. p~1 • A • P1• P2

~ p;1.p;1.p~1.A.P1.P2.P3 ~ etc.
(4.38)

Each transformation (a Jacobi rotation) is just a plane rotation designed to

annihilate one of the off-diagonal matrix elements. Successive transformations

undo previously set zeros, but the off-diagonal elements nevertheless get smaller

and smaller, until the matrix is diagonal to machine precision. Accumulating the

product of the transformations as you go gives the matrix of eigenvectors, Eq.
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(4.39), while the elements of the final diagonal matrix are the eigenvalues.

(4.39)

This method is absolutely fooI proof for all real symmetrie matrices. The basic
Jacobi rotation Ppq is a matrix of the form

1

P =pq

C 5

1

-5 C

1

(4.40)

Here all the diagonal elements are unity except for the two elements c in rows

(and columns) pand q. All off-diagonal elements are zero except the two

elements 5 and -5. The numbers c and 5 are the eosine and sine of a rotation angle

</>, so c2 + 5
2 = 1. For every iteration a new rotation angle is ca1culated, depending

on the results of the last rotation. The rotation angle of each plane rotation will

never exceed Tt/4 radians.

The eigenvalues and eigenvectors are ca1culated by the external routine
e_azM_GHS_jacobi. The output contains a vector with the eigenvalues and

matrix XR.

When the eigenvalues and eigenvectors are ca1culated, the long axis of the

quadratic surface is detected by comparing the eigenvalues to each other. The

smallest eigenvalue indicates the long axis.

4.5.4. Reorientation of the LV

The final step in the procedure is reorienting the LV. The rotation is performed

by extracting oblique slices perpendicular to the eigenvector Ez. The new direction

of the Y-axis of the oblique slices is defined by the intersection of the YZ-plane of

a left-handed Cartesian coordinate system and a plane perpendicular to the

eigenvector Ez. The new direction of the X-axis of the oblique slices is obtained by

the vector product of two vectors defined by the directions of the new Z-axis and
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Y-axis in the left-handed Cartesian co-ordinate system. Because of this definition

of the new X-axis and new Y-axis the anterior wall of the LV in the transverse set

is kept at the anterior side in the oblique set. This is very important for the

construction and analysis of the Bull's Eye images.

Let (Xe, Yc, Ze> be the center of gravity of the LV, then the center of the LV is

defined by the projection of the center of gravity on the LV long axis. After

extraction of the oblique slices the resulting point will be in the center of the 3D

image volume (Fig. 4.11).

4.6. Optimizing the Quality of the Reorientation

4.6.1. Introduction

In Chapter 6 the results of the two methods of automatie reorientation of the LV

are discussed. The results for the Weight Method as well as the Skeletonizing

Method are not quite as good as we expected. Generating short axes images

perpendieular to the long axis is possible if such an axis is uniquely determinable.

This is true for an ellipsoid (or, more generally, for aquadratic surface), but the

human heart often considerably departs from the ellipsoidal model, and, in some

cases, is quite asymmetrieal. The LV's imperfect conformanee to a simple

geometrie model poses problems for both manual and automatic reorientation

techniques. The same conclusion is made by Germano [Germano et al., 1995],

who used an ellipsoidal model for their automatie reorientation, too.

In the azM's Bull's Eye program one is able to judge the quality of the

reorientation of the LV visually by looking at the radial long axis slices that are

shown one by one on a cine (see § 6.2.). If the LV wobbles, the reorientation is not

accurate enough. The long axis can be translated and rotated manually until the

radial long axis slices on the cine wobbles as less as possible.

The idea is to get a quantitative measure for the wobbling of the LV on the cine,

i.e. getting a quantitative measure, based on the orientation of the long axis slices,

that has a maximum or a minimum when the LV is reoriented correctly. Once

we have found a useful quantitative measure, an optimization algorithm has to

search for the optimaI solution iteratively, by changing the parameters that

define the LV center and the direction of the long axis.
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4.6.2. Cost Function as a Measure for the Quality of the Reorientation

The quantitative measure we are looking for can be described by a cost function.

This cost function depends on the defined center as well as the direction of the

long axis. Because the z-coordinate of the center is detected adequately by the

described automatic reorientation methods, the cost function needs to be

optimized with the use of four parameters, i.e.:

• x-coordinate of the center;

• y-coordinate of the center;

• septal/lateral angle 8;

• anterior / inferior angle /3.

The function to be optimized becomes C(8,/3,x,y).

Difference between Radial and Mirrored Radial Long Axis Slices

In cases where an object is completely symmetrieal, one would expect that

mirroring this object in its symmetry axis will result in an identical object, with

the same orientation. If this object is mirrored in an axis that is not its symmetry

axis, the orientation of the resulting object will be different. After subtraction of

these images we obtain an object, with a surface that is a measure for the

orientation of the object: the smaller the resulting surface, the better the

orientation (Fig. 4.12).

abC
Figure 4.12: examples ofmirroring, where the blaek
areas are indieating the surface differenee affer
subtraetion. a) when the symmetry axis is definedproperly,
there willbe no surface differenee affersubtraction ofthe
mirrored object,· b) when the symmetry axis is rotated
a surface differenee willoeeur,' e) the same is true when
the symmetry axis is translated.

Even in cases where the LV is quite asymmetrieal, one would expect that using

the surface difference after mirroring and subtraction is a good quantitative
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measure of the orientation of the LV. The surface difference can be defined in

several ways. One way is to create binary images of the originallong axis slice and
its mirrored image, by thresholding at a level of 50% of the maximum count in

the entire myocardium. The total surface is then defined as the number of pixels
of the binary image of the original one. The surface of the difference image is
expressed in the number of pixels, too.

Another method for obtaining a difference image is based on the fact that the

tracer uptake has a peaked distribution in regions that are part of the myocardial

wal!. We can take advantage of this property, by taking the square of the radial
long axis slice, and than mirroring the squared image. The square of an image is
defined as taking the square of each pixel value of that image instead of the pixel
value itself. The surface difference is expressed in the number of counts of the

difference image. In cases of bad orientation, regions with a relatively high tracer
uptake will cause very large differences in comparison to cases where the long

axis is defined accurate.

Let LAi be the ith long axis slice of a set of N long axis slices, and Mi its mirrored

image, then we can define the cost function as:

(4.41)

Where the subtraction of two images (LA~-M~) is defined as the subtraction of

each pixel value of M~ from each corresponding pixel value of LA~. Fig. 4.13

shows an example, with N=4, of an LV that was reoriented automatically by the

Weight Method. The first row shows the original set of 4 long axis slices. The

second row contains the mirrored images of the first row. In the third row the

difference images are shown. As one can see, the LV could not be described

accurately enough by an ellipsoid. Using the cost function of Eq. (4.41), the

orientation of the LV is optimized automatically by a method, described in the
next paragraph. The result of this optimization is shown in Fig. 4.14.

It is obvious that the procedure did not reorient the LV properly. Not only this

example did not work out well; in many other cases the procedure failed as well.

Similar results were obtained using the method of thresholding and creating

binary images. The problem still consists in the asymmetrical shape of the LV.

Especially the relatively shorter septal wall, in comparison to the lateral wall,
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causes badly performed reorientations. This is visualised best in the upper left

image of Fig. 4.15. The left side is the septal wall, whereas the right side is the
lateral wal!. The cost function, as defined in Eq. (4.41), tries to minimize the large

surface difference between these two sides.

Figure 4.1.1: example ota set otradial long axis slices offer automatic
reorientation, using the Weight Method (first row),' the mirrored long axis
slices (second row); and their difference (third row)

Figure 4.14: example ota set otradial long axis slices offer optimizing the
cost tunetion otEq. (4.41){first row),- the min-ored long axis süces
(second row),' and their difference (third row)
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In this case the LV had to be reoriented with a septal/lateral angle of about -170

(using the correction method of azM's Bull's Eye program, described in § 6.2), for
a proper orientation (Fig. 4.15). Table 4.1 shows the different values of the cost
function, corresponding to the figures.

Figure 4.15: example ota set otradial long axis slices afterproper
reorientation){tirst row); the mirrored long axis slices (second row).:
and their difference (third row)

As stated before, the bad performance often is due to the short septal wal!. One
could say, that if you do not look at the difference in the two upper quadrants of
the images, the problem is solved. However, if the differences of the images only
are checked around the apex, the main problem will still arise; the apex could

have an asymmetrical shape as weIl. Because of these results another cost

function has to be derived.

Table 4.1: values ot the cost tunetion (Eq. 4.41), corresponding to Fig. 4.13,
A' 4. 14 d F/ 4. 15/.0. . , on /.0.

Fiaure (J f3 x y C(o,p,x,y)

4.13 0 0 32.0 32.0 0.689

4.14 6 -18 32.5 31.5 0.537

4.15 -17 0 32.0 32.0 0.650
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The Sum Image of the Radial and Mirrored Radial Long Axis Slices

In this chapter several methods have been developed for reorienting the LV. All

methods perform an accurate reorientation of the LV in cases where the LV more

or less is symmetrical. In cases where the LV has a more or less asymmetrical

shape, the quality of the reorientation is relatively poor. A cost function that is

independent of the asymmetrical features of the LV would be preferabIe.

As was stated before, the tracer uptake in regions of the myocardial wall could be

described (more or less) by a Gauss distribution. When a sum image is created of

the radial long axis slices and the mirrored ones (Fig. 4.16a), we obtain a

completely symmetrical image (Fig. 4.16b). We are able to evaluate horizontal

and verticalline profiles of the sum image (Fig. 4.17).

(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 4. 16: a) set of4 radial long axis süces and the mirrored ones: b) resulfing
sum image: c) def/nifion ofthe horizontaland verficallines that are used
for evaluating line prof/les
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One would expect that in cases that the LV is reoriented correctly, the horizontal

line profiles show a large decrease in counts from pixels, describing the

myocardial wall, to pixels, indicating the center of the LV. In cases of a bad

orientation of the LV, this decrease will be less, because the counts, of the long

axis slices will be spread over larger regions in the sum image. From the center of

the LV to the base of the LV an almost monotonously decreasing curve can be

expected, when the LV is reoriented correctly. If this is not the case, the LV is

probably rotated in a way, that an end of the myocardial wall of the original

image overlaps the same end of the myocardial wall of the mirrored image. Now

we have got two measures for quantifying the orientation of the LV.

Figure 4.17: fine profifes ofsum imoge ofFig. (4.1óc)

We evaluate 3 horizontal line profiles in the upper half of the LV (visualised in

Fig. 4.17c). The reason for taking more than one horizontal line profile is that it

will make the cost function more sensitive to small changes in the parameters.

One has to be careful not to take too many profiles, because in cases of a small LV
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the profiles cou1d exceed the myocardial wal!.
For the horizontal line profiles we define:

• maXI

• maX2

• maX3

• minI

• min2

: maximum of lst line profile (at y=32) within the range (0-32);
: maximum of 2nd line profile (at y=31) within the range (0-32);

: maximum of 3rd line profile (at y=30) within the range (0-32);

: minimum of lst line profile (at y=32) within the range (maxr32);

: minimum of 2nd line profile (at y=31) within the range

(maxr32);

: minimum of 3rd line profile (at y=30) within the range

(max3-32);

: (location of minI) - (location of maxI);

: (location of min2) - (location of max2);

: (location of min3) - (location of max3).

For the vertical line profile we define:

in case that the line profile does not have a monotonously increasing curve
within the range (0-32):

• maxv : largest local maximum of line profile (at x=32) within the range
(0-5), where 5 is defined as the first local minimum, found when

scanning from pixel 32 to pixel 1;

• min v : smallest local minimum of line profile (at x=32) within the

range (maxv -5);

• dv : (location of maxv) - (location of minv);

in case that the line profile does have a monotonously increasing curve within

the range (0-32):

• maxv-minv = 1
d .

v

With these definitions the cost function C(8,{3,x,y) becomes:

(4.42)

Based on the cost function of Eq. (4.42) and the optimizing algorithm, described in
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Figure 4.19: line prot/les otsum image otFig. (4.18cJ

4.6.3. Optimization Algorithm

In the examples, discussed in § 4.6.2., use is made of an optimization algorithm.

This algorithm is described here. In general, an iterative optimization algorithm

starts calculating a cost function, using the initial parameters. In our case, the
initial parameters are obtained by the quadratic surface fitting routine. The next

step in the procedure is to determine an appropriate search direction, and a step
size to be taken in the search direction.

We are able to distinguish direct search and gradient methods. The latter usually
are preferabie because the negative gradient is the direction in which the cost

function shows, locally, its largest decrease. Consequently, this would be a
reasonable search direction [Bosch vd, 1994, pp. 171-186]. However, in our case no

analytical expression is available. This means that the gradient has to be

approximated with difference coefficients. The disadvantage of this is that
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calculating our cost function is very time consuming. For each calculation 4

radial long axis slices have to extracted, mirrored, and summed.

For evaluating the usefulness of the different cost functions a direct search

method was suffident. However, in future applications an optimization method

with fast convergence is necessary for a fast performance of the reorientation of

the LV.

Our optimization algorithm is based on a perpendicular search. This method

uses the parameter axes as search directions.

The first step is to calculate the cost function with initial parameters, obtained

from the quadratic surface fitting routine. Then in each direction an initial step

size of the parameter, indicated by the search direction, is taken, and the cost

function is calculated. The point with the smallest value of the cost function

defines the new parameters, which will be used as the initial parameters of the

next iteration. This procedure is iterated as long as points with smaller values are

determined. Once this is not the case anymore, the step size is decreased. This

whole process is repeated until the step size is smaller than a predefined value.

In our algorithm the initial step size is 4° for (J and fJ, and 1 pixel for x and y.
Everytime the step size has to be decreased, the steps are divided by 2. Once the

step size of (J has become less than 0.5°, the iteration process is terminated.

Appendix TI shows a flow chart of the optimization algorithm.
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5. Automatic Segmentation of the LV

5.1. lntroduction

51

In chapter 4 is described how the LV could be reoriented automaticaIly. The data
set needed for this reorientation is a manually selected set of transverse slices and
a manually selected Region Of Interest (ROl). Hence, the automatic reorientation

still is dependent of the accuracy of the operator. If the operator selects too many
transverse slices or a too large ROl the Least Squares fit procedure will use too
many points, and because of hot spots of other organs, result in a possibly poor
reorientation.

Therefore, a method has been developed to detect and segment the LV

automaticaIly, using the whole 3D image volume, reconstructed from the 60 raw

projections. This 3D image volume contains the trunk of the body.

The method is based on image processing techniques. The first step is searching
in the 3D image volume for slices with high count rates, because the location of
the LV will show higher count rates than its surroundings.

When such a slice is detected a composite image of 9 images, i.e. 4 slices below

and 4 slice above the selected slice, together with the selected slice, is created.

Processing and analysing techniques, to be discussed later, are used to decide

whether the LV is on this slice. If this is the case, sagittal slices around the center
of the detected object on the transverse slice are extracted. The resulting

composite image is processed and analysed as weIl.

If a structure with the shape of the LV is detected on both a transverse and a

sagittal slice, this defines a 3D object in the image volume. This object could be

the liver, a kidney or the LV for example. Finally the object is classified with the

knowledge of the position of the patient during the data acquisition.

5.2. Detection of the Maximum Counts on Transverse Slices

In cardiac SPEeT imaging a high number of counts is measured by the gamma

camera at the location of the LV. However, the liver and the kidneys show hot

spots in the 3D image volume as weIl. A graph of the maximum counts of each
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transverse slice (Fig. 5.1) could ease the procedure to detect the location of the LV.

Every local maximum of the graph could point to a transverse slice that will

show the shape of the LV. For every study it is known what the position of the

patient was during the data acquisition. In the azM the standard position is

indicated with Feet First and Supine. This results in a 3D image where the LV is

located on the higher transverse slices. Therefore, it is obvious to start searching

from the highest transverse slice down to the lowest.

Figure 5. 1: maximum counts on transverse slices
ofa n-201 Rest study

Once a local maximum on the graph of maximum counts on transverse slices is

detected, a next step in the process is to decide whether the LV is visible on this

slice. To perform this part of the detection image processing and analysing

techniques are needed. In the next paragraphs these subjects are discussed.

5.3. Image Processing

5.3.1. Composite Image

Around a transverse slice, indicating a local maximum in Fig. 5.1, 4 transverse

slices below and 4 transverse slices above the local maximum, together with the

transverse slice, containing the local maximum, are summed, resulting in a

composite image (Fig. 5.2). The reason for taking 9 images instead of only the
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the next paragraph, the reorientation of the LV of Fig. 4.16 is optimized. The

resulting radial long axis slices and sum image are shown in Fig. 4.18. The line

profiles of the sum image are shown in Fig. 4.19. Table 4.2 shows the values of

the cost function before and after optimizing. The orientation of the LV after

optimization, using Eq. 4.42, is much better than the orientation obtained by the

quadratic surface fitting routine (thus without optimizing).

(b) (c)

Figure 4.18: a) set of4 radial long axis slices and the mirrored ones, affer optimizing
the odentation ofthe LVofFig. 4.16,' b) resulting sum image,' e) definition ofthe
horizontal and verfieallines that are used for evaluating line profiles

Table 4.2: values of the eost funetion (Eq. 4.42), eorresponding to Rg. 4. 16,
Fi 4. 18la. ,

Fiaure 8 f3 x v C(o,p,x,y)

4.16 0 0 32.0 32.0 -2.34

4.18 -18 -2.5 32.0 31.5 -34.80
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transverse slice, containing the local maximum, is that we do not know for sure

that the detected slice is the midventricular transverse slice. If this is not the case

this will result in an image that does not contain a typical shape of the LV.

Figure 5.2: sum image of 9 transverse
slices

5.3.2. Edge Detection

An edge is the boundary between two regions with relatively distinct intensity

properties. Basically, the idea underlying most edge detection techniques is the

computation of alocal derivative operator. Figure 5.3 illustrates this concept.

Example 1 shows an image of a light stripe on a dark background. The graph

shows a line profile along a horizontal scan line of the image, and the first and

second derivatives of the profile.

Although the example has been limited to a 1D horizontal profile, a similar

argument applies to an edge of any orientation in an image. We simply define a

profile perpendicular to the edge direction at any desired point and interpret the

results as in the preceding discussion.

Laplacian

The Laplacian of a 2D function f(x,y> is a second-order derivative defined as

(5.1)
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Eq. (5.1) may be implemented in digital form in many different ways. The basic
requirement in defining the digital Laplacian is that the coefficient associated
with the center pixel is positive and the coefficients associated with the outer

pixels be negative. Because the Laplacian is a derivative, the sum of the

coefficients has to be zero. Hence the response is zero whenever the point in

question and its neighbours have the same value.

Figure 5.J: Examp/es ofedge detection

Although, as indicated earlier, the Laplacian responds to transitions in intensity,

it is seldom used in practice for edge detection for several reasons. As a second

order derivative, the Laplacian typically is unacceptably sensitive to noise.

Moreover, the Laplacian produces double edges (see Fig. 5.3) and is unable to

detect edge direction. For those reasons, the Laplacian usually plays the secondary
role of detector for establishing whether a pixel is on the dark or light side of an

edge.
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A more general use of the Laplacian is in finding the location of edges using its
zero-crossings property (see Fig. 5.3). This concept is based on convolving an

image with the Laplacian of a 2D Gaussian function of the form

(5.2)

where a is the standard deviation. Let r2 = x2 + y2. Then we can rewrite Eq. (5.2)

as:

h(r) =exp(-~)
2a2 (5.3)

the Laplacian of h(r) (that is, the second order derivative of h with respect to r) is

(5.4)

Figure 5.4: Lap/acian ofa Gauss curve shown as an intensity image

Fig. 5.4 shows a cross section of -V2h; a circularly symmetrie function. Note the

smoothness of the function, its zero crossings at r = ±a, and the positive center

and negative skirts. When viewed in 3D perspective with the vertieal axis

corresponding to intensity, -V2h has a classieal Mexiean hat shape. It can be

shown that the average value of the Laplacian operator V 2h is zero. The same is

true of a Laplacian image obtained by convolving this operator with a given

image.
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We will show how to approximate the Laplacian with a simple 3x3 mask [Vliet
van, 1993, pp. 6.14,6.15].

From Fig. 5.5 we derive

~xl = f(x,y)- f(x-l,y)

~x2 = f(x + 1,y) - f(x,y)

so

~~ =~xl - ~x2 =2f(x,y) - f(x -l,y)- f(x+ 1,y)

Completely analogue reasons hold for:

~yl =f(x,y)- f(x,y-1)

~y2 =f(x,y+ 1) - f(x,y)

so

~~ = ~Yl - ~Y2 = 2f(x,y)- f(x,y-1) - f(x,y + 1)

x,y-l

x-l,y x,y x+l,y

x,y+l

Figure 5.5: Scheme for deriving
the Lap/ace operator

Therefore the 'discrete' Laplace operator holds:

Lry =~~ + ~~ =4f(x,y)- f(x+ 1,y)- f(x -l,y)- f(x,y+ 1)- f(x,y-1)

Fig. 5.6 shows a mask that satisfies Eq. (5.9).

(5.5)

(5.6)

(5.7)

(5.8)

(5.9)

It can be shown that the -V2h operator has a maximum of 4 if (1= ~, and that

-V2h has a minimum at r = (1.[3. Fig. 5.7a shows an example of a 3x3 mask with

a maximum of 4 at r=O, with (1 = l:... Fig. 5.7b shows an example of a 3x3 mask
2

. h " 1 d 1WIt a mlrumum at r= , an (1 = "J3'
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0 -1 0

-1 4 -1

0 -1 0

Figure 5.6: examp/e otmask
tor Lap/ace filtering
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-0.51 -1.62 -0.51

-1.62 4 -1.62

-0.51 -1.62 -0.51

-0.75 -1.34 -0.75

-1.34 3 -1.34

-0.75 -1.34 -0.75

a b

Figure 5.7: JxJ masks ot -V2h with a) (j =.! ,. b) (j = ~
2 v3

Considering the basic requirements for a Laplacian operator, i.e. the coefficient of

the center pixel has to be positive and the coefficients associated with the outer

pixels have to be negative, and the sum of the coefficients has to be zero, the

mask of Fig. 5.6 is a good approximation of the masks shown in Fig. 5.7.

Therefore, the mask of Fig. 5.6 is commonly used as a filter that approximates the

Laplacian of a Gaussian. Naturally bigger masks would result in more accurate

approximations. We used the mask of Fig. 5.6 to filter the image of Fig. 5.2. This

means that for every pixel of the original image a new value is calculated using

the mask for the Laplacian. The result is shown in Fig. 5.8. Note that all negative

values in this image are set to zero.

Figure 5.8: image fi/tered with Lap/ace
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5.3.3. Binary Image and its Zero-Crossings

A binary image of Fig. 5.8 is created by setting all values below a threshold of 10%

of the maximum value in the filtered image to black and all other positive

values to white. Then all pixels with less than 4 neighbours, using the 8

connectivity criterion, are set to black as weIl. The resulting image is shown in

Fig. 5.9.

Figure 5.9: Binary offi/fered image anditszercrcrossings

From this image identifying the zero crossings as the boundaries between black

and white, as Fig. 5.9 shows, is a simple matter: convolving the binary image

with the mask of the Laplacian filter of Fig. 5.6.

Edge detection using first order derivatives tends to work weIl in cases involving

images with sharp intensity transitions and relatively low noise [Gonzalez, 1993,

pp. 416-423]. Zero crossings offer an alternative in cases when edges are blurry or

when high noise content is present. In cardiac SPEeT imaging the edges between

the liver and the LV can be very blurry. The zero crossings offer reliable edge

location, and the smoothing properties of V 2h reduce the effects of noise. The

price paid for these advantages is increased computational complexity and time.

5.4. Image Analysis

The zero crossings of the binary image of Fig. 5.9 indicate the contours of different

objects. $ome objects could be classified in a simple way by deriving numerical

data of the contour, like the contour length and the aspect ratio, i.e. the quotient
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of the height and the width of the object.
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We can take advantage of another typical property of the LV as weIl: its

characteristical shape of a horseshoe. A method, using Fourier descriptors, will be

introduced for detection whether a contour has the shape of a horseshoe or not.

5.4.1. Periodical Function and its Fourier Description

If the course of a contour could be described with a periodical function, we are

able to calculate the Fourier transform of this function [Vliet van, 1993, pp.

7.9,7.10].

A possible approach is to calculate function {3(5) (Fig. 5.10), where {3 is the angle

between the tangent in point Pand an arbitrary defined zero-direction, and 5 the

distance of P to some starting point 0 along the contour. Note that {3(5) contains

information of the direction of tangent as weIl. Point 0 is an arbitrary reference.

Unfortunately the function {3(5) is not periodicaIly, because at the point where 5

equals the contour length, {3(5) has increased exactly 2 n.

~s
o

Figure 5.10: Deseribing a contour with a periodiea/ funetion

If we define a new function net):

na) ={3(~~) - t - {3(O)

where Lis the contour length and

(5.10)
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then we have got a periodical function na). With numerical Fourier transform

methods like the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) we are able to compute the
spectrum of net). The main advantage of the spectrum n(jm) as a 'shape

descriptor' is its invariance of orientation, size, and position of the original

object. A shift of na) along the t-axis will not change the spectrum In(jm)l.

The Fourier transform is defined as:

-n(jm) =LCkejk<»of

k=O

(5.11)

It is easily verified that calculating /3(5) of the unity circle, with point 0 = (0,-1),

will result in function t(5), and that 13(5) of a straight line will result in a

horizontal line.

The horseshoe of Fig. 5.10 has been drawn with the following features:

• The upper boundary is a half circle with a radius of 4;
• The inner boundary is a half circle with a radius of 2;

• The two ends of the horseshoe consist of a half circle with radius 1;

• The 4 straight line pieces have a length of 2.

This results in the function 13(5) in Fig. 5.11. The function t(s) is shown as weIl.

Because of the digital images, the distance between a point and its neighbour on a
contour will be 1 or ..J2 pixels. Hence, describing a contour with a periodical

function will result in a function with interval differences of 1 or ..J2 pixels. To

compute the Fourier transform of a function, using FFT, we need to interpolate

the periodical function to a number of points that equals a power of 2, with equal

sized intervals. The periodical function of the horseshoe (Fig. 5.11) is interpolated

with a second-order interpolation algorithm, to a function of 64 points. The

result of the 64 points FFT is shown in Fig. 5.11.
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Figure 5.11: Fourier description of the contour ofa horseshoe

5.4.2. Features of Fourier Description of the LV
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Knowing how to describe a contour using Fourier descriptors, it is necessary to

determine the differences between the spectrum of a horseshoe and the spectra of

other contours.

An important feature of the periodieal function of a horseshoe is the sine wave

within a half period of the periodieal function (Fig. 5.12). It is obvious that it is

'diffieult' to approximate the shape of this function with just one or two sine

waves with relatively large amplitudes. So, at the first harmonies the spectrum

will show relatively large amplitudes, a feature that will be used for classifying a

contour as a horseshoe. Fig. 5.13 elucidates this by showing the first nine

harmonies. None of the sine waves in the graph fits in the periodieal function.

This is in contrast to the oblong contour shown in Fig. 5.14. The second harmonie

of the Fourier transform approximates the periodieal function more or less.
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Figure 5. 12: periodical tunction andFourier description otthe contour ota horseshoe

Figure 5. IJ: harmonics ot the FourIer description ot the contour ot a horseshoe
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Figure 5.14: periodieal funetion andFourier deseription ofan oblong contour

Figure 5.15: harmonies of the Fourier deseription ofan oblong contour

63
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Figure 5./6:periodiea/ tunetion andFourier deseription ota eireu/ar object

As was stated before, the periodieal function of a circular object will result in a

straight line with an amplitude of zero. Digital images will not produce smooth

periodical functions. The consequence for the Fourier descriptor is that it will

show some higher harmonies with small amplitude (Fig. 5.16).

Having insight in the qualitative features of the Fourier descriptor of a horseshoe

the criteria for deciding whether a contour belongs to the class of horseshoes

have been determined experimentally. For this purpose about 200 studies have

been investigated. Criteria that appeared to work weIl are:

• The spectrum must have a maximum within the range of the first 3
harmonies;

• This maximum must have an amplitude of at least 10;
• Let this maximum be at harmonie x, then the spectrum must show a

monotonously decreasing curve within the range of the xth and the
(x+2)th harmonie;

• The amplitude of the (x+1)th harmonie must be at least 45% of the

amplitude of the xth harmonie.
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Sometimes a part of the RV, connected to the contour of the LV, is visible in a

contour. This kind of contour is detected using the Fourier descriptor as weIl. The

criteria are almost similar to the former criteria. This is easy verified in Fig. 5.17.

Instead of a sine wave within a half period of the periodieal function we get a

sine wave with a higher frequency. So we have to classify the 'peak' of the

Fourier transform that is slightly shifted to higher frequencies. The criteria for

classifying the LV together with the RV now become:

• The spectrum must have a maximum at the 2nd harmonie;

• This maximum must have an amplitude of at least 10;
• The next 'peak' must be within the range of the 3rd and 5th harmonie;

• Let the next 'peak' be at harmonie X, then the spectrum must show a

monotonously decreasing curve within the range of the xth and the
(x+2)th harmonie;

• The amplitude of the xth harmonie must be at least 45% of the
amplitude of the 2nd harmonie.

Figure 5.17: periodiea/ funetion andFourier deseription ofLVeonneeted to
theRV
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5.5. Classifying Detected Objects

Chapter 5: Automatic Segmentation ofthe LV

In the last section it was explained how to detect objects and classify objects in

images. The discussion so far was restricted to the most common shape of the LV

in cardiac SPEeT imaging. It is obvious that the image analysis routines have to

detect LV's with perfusion defects too. Those defects show up as 'holes', that is,

regions with relatively low count rates. The consequence is that there will not be
the shape of a horseshoe, but two separated segments for example.

5.5.1. Possible Contours of the LV

This paragraph describes what kind of contours and combinations of contours

will be classified as a possible LV.

Horseshoes

The main class of contours is the class of shapes of a horseshoe (Fig. 5.18). This

kind of contour can be recognized by the Fourier description of the contour, as

discussed before.

Contour inside another contour

Another possibility is that the LV can be recognized because of a contour inside
another contour (Fig. 5.19). This contour combination can be detected often on

sagittal slices.

Figure 5.18: composite andzero-crossings image ofthe shape ofa horseshoe
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Figure 5.19: composite andzero-crossings image ofa contour inside another
contour

Two contours next to each other

Due to defects in the LV the shape of a horseshoe can be separated in two

segments. Therefore, the analysis routine has to recognize the two separated

segments of the horseshoe as well.

Contours with RV

Due to physiological causes the LV is the part of the myocard that is visualised

best in cardiac SPECT imaging. However, sometimes the perfusion of the RV is

that much that this part of the myocard is visible on the transverse slices, too.

When the RV is visible several possibilities emit:

a) a double horseshoe may be visible (Fig. 5.20);

b) one horseshoe, representing the LV, with a disconnected

segment of the RV, to the left, may be visible; or

c) the RV may be shown as a horseshoe with a long

segment of the LV to the right (Fig. 5.21); and, finally,

d) three loose segments may be found (Fig. 5.22).

Case a) is recognized using the Fourier description of the contour. Case b) does

not require any special action because the LV is recognized because of its Fourier

description of a horseshoe. When c) occurs, the analysis routine will detect a

shape of a horseshoe, mostly with a smaller contour length, with another

contour at the right from it. In case of d), the two right parts are c1assified as being

possibly the LV. In that case the analysis routine has to c1assify three contours

next to each other. This originates from the fact that mostly the left contour

indicates the outer wall of the RV.
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Figure 5.20: composite andzero-crossings image ofthe LVconnected with
theRV

Figure 5.2/: composite andzero-crossings image ofthe RV with another
contour /ocated at the right from it

Figure 5.22: composite andzero-crossings image ofthree separated contours
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Now we have defined 5 classes of contours to classify the different objects on the
transverse and sagittal slices, the question is in what way the objects are

distinguished.

5.5.2. Searching Strategy

In the last paragraph was described what kind of contours and combinations of

contours are searched for:

• the shape of a horseshoe;
• two contours next to each other;
• a contour inside another contour;
• a horseshoe with another contour located at the right from it;

• a contour indicating the RV and the LV connected.

After selection of a transverse slice with possibly the LV on it, a zero crossings
image is created of the composite image of 9 images around the selected
transverse slice.

Fourier descriptor

The preprocessed image shows different contours. The features of the Fourier
description of the different contours are derived in § 5.4.2. To express these

features in quantities, that can be used for classifying contours, about 200 studies
have been investigated. Other numerical features of the contours, like contour

lengths, distance between centers of contours, and sizes of rectangular regions

around the contours, have been derived from these 200 studies as weIl. These

quantities are used in the criteria, described in this paragraph.

Flow charts of the automatic segmentation of the LV are shown in Appendix 111

For every contour with a contour length of at least 70 mmo and less than 600 mmo

the Fourier descriptor is calculated. If the Fourier descriptor satisfies the 6 criteria
below, indicating the shape of a horseshoe:
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• The spectrum must have a maximum within the range of the first 3
harmonies;

• This maximum must have an amplitude of at least 10;

• Let this maximum be at harmonie x, then the spectrum must show a
monotonously decreasing curve within the range of the xth and the
(x+2)th harmonie;

• The amplitude of the (x+1)th harmonie must be at least 45% of the
amplitude of the xth harmonie.

• The contour length is at least 210 mmo and less than 570 mmo

• The height and the width of the contour are less than 130 mmo

then the contour is classified using the next criteria to decide whether the
contour could be the LV (labelled as horseshoe) or the RV (labelled as RV)

ventricle:

• if the contour length is larger than 250 mmo and the image is a sagittal
view then the contour is a labelled as horseshoe (the RV will not be

visible on a sagittal view);

else • if the contour length is larger than 280 mmo then the contour is labelled
as horseshoe (the contour length of an RV is Iess than 280 mm.);

else • the contour is labelled as RV.

If the contour still is not classified, the Fourier descriptor is checked at the 5

criteria below for a double horseshoe (labelled as LVand RV):

• The spectrum must have a maximum at the 2nd harmonie;

• This maximum must have an amplitude of at least 10;

• The next 'peak' must be within the range of the 3rd and 5th harmonie;

• Let the next 'peak' be at harmonie x, then the spectrum must show a
monotonously decreasing curve within the range of the xth and the

(x+2)th harmonie;

• The amplitude of the xth harmonie must be at least 45% of the
amplitude of the 2nd harmonie.

If the Fourier descriptor satisfies these criteria and the contour length is at least

300 mmo then the contour is labelled as LV and RV, otherwise the contour is

labelled as undefined.

The next step in the procedure is to classify all contours of the selected slice that
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do not have the label horseshoe or LV and RV.

contour inside another contour

71

All contours that are labelled as undefined are matched to each other, using the

following criteria:

• If there would be drawn a rectangular region around each of the

contours, one region has to fit inside the other one;

• The height and the width of the biggest contour are less than 130 mm.;

• The contour length of both the contours must be at least 100 mmo and

less than 400 mmo

If two contours satisfy these criteria they are labelled as contour inside.

RV or horseshoe

All contours that are labelled as RVare matched to contours that are labelled as

undefined, using the following criteria:

• The sum of the two contour lengths is at least 210 mmo and less than 570

mm.;

• If there would be drawn one rectangular region around both of the

contours, the height and the width of the region are less than 130 mm.;

• The distance between the centers of the two contours is less than 80

mm.;

• The center of the separated contour must be located at the right side and

below the center of the RV;

• The image has a transverse view;

• The middle between the two centers of the contours must be located in

the upper right quadrant of the transverse image.

If two contours satisfy these criteria both of the contours are labelled as RV. If a

contour that was labelled as RV could not match with another contour, and its

contour length was at least 250 mm., the label is altered into horseshoe. This

means that the RV should have a contour length between 210 and 280 mm., and

that the LV should have a contour length between 250 and 570 mmo
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two contours next to each other

Chapter5: Automatic Segmentation ofthe LV

If still some contours turn out to be undefined, a final check is performed

whether two contours are located next to each other.

First a quadratic curve is fitted in the two contours, using the Least Squares
method of § 4.3. Then the following criteria are checked:

• The fitted quadratic curve is an ellipse (the Eigenvalues of the
quadrature matrix have the same sign);

• The length of the short axis of the fitted ellipse is at least 25 mmo and less
than 100 mm.;

• The length of the long axis of the fitted ellipse is at least 40 mmo
• The sum of the two contour lengths is at least 200 mmo and less than 500

mm.;

• If there would be drawn one rectangular region around both of the
contours, the height and the width of the region are less than 130 mm.;

• The distance between the centers of the two contours is less than 80
mm.;

If two contours satisfy these criteria the contours are labelled two contours.

searching on sagittal slices

If some contours on the composite image of transverse slices are labelled

otherwise than undefined, composite images of 9 sagittal slices through the

middle of the detected contours are created. These sagittal composite images are

analysed in the same way as the transverse composite images.

Because of the knowledge of the size of a contour on the transverse composite

image and the slice numbers of the transverse slices, belonging to the composite

image, it is possible to check whether a detected contour on the sagittal image

belongs to the contour on the transverse image.

Sagittal images have the same size as transverse images: 64x64 pixels. The

operator does not have to select 64 transverse slices necessarily. However, the

sagittal slices will always be extracted, resulting in images where the transverse
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slices are visible in the middle of the images. Transverse slices are numbered

from bottom to top, whereas the Y-axis of the sagittal slices points from top to
bottom. Therefore, we define Correction and Slice as:

Correction
Slice

:= 65 - (Number of Transverse Images)/2;
:= 65 - (Number of selected Transverse Slice + Correction),

where Slice is the transformation of the number of the selected transverse slice to

the vertical axis of the sagittal image. The following criteria are used for the

check:

• If a rectangular region is drawn around the detected object than

(Slice - upper limit of region)x(Pixel size) must be positive and less than

100 mm.;

• (lower limit of region - Slice)x(Pixel size) must be positive and less than

100 mm.;

• After projection of the height of the detected transverse object on the

width of the detected sagittal object, the width must fit into the height

with a tolerance of 6 pixels on both sides.

When a sagittal object is successfully matched with a transverse object, it is

checked whether the center of the transverse object is located in the upper right

quadrant of the composite transverse image. If this is the case a 3D object has been

classified as being the LV!

While this is not the case, a new transverse slice is selected from the graph of

maximum counts on transverse slices. The procedure described will be repeated

until the LV has been detected or all transverse slices around local maxima of the

graph have been analysed.

When the LV has been detected a spherical ROl is selected within the block

defined by ROI's around the detected contours. All pixels outside the ROl are set

to zero (Fig. 5.23).
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Figure 5.2J: all transverse sections ofsegmented JD image volume (upper leff is the
lowest transverse slice)
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6. Evaluation of Automatic Reorientation and
Segmentation of the LV

6.1. Segmentation of the LV

Evaluating the performance of the automatic segmentation is a simple matter:

asking whether the routine did segment the LV properly or not. For the

evaluation of both the segmentation and the reorientation we used the same set

of patients. We took the first (alphabetically) 50 Thallium-20l STRESS (TL

STRESS) studies, and the next 50 Thallium-20l REST studies (TL REST), of the

period November/December 1993. We did not take STRESS and REST studies of

the same population because it is likely that there is any correlation between the

studies of one patient regarding the shape of the LV in both of the studies.

Table 6.1 shows the detected contour combinations. the table is visualized in Fig.

6.1. The segmentation algorithm detected and segmented 96% of the TL STRESS

studies and 100% of the TL REST studies properly, resulting in an overall score of

98%! The time to segment the LV, i.e. the detection of the LV and the extraction

of a reduced set of images, took about 38 seconds on an Apple MacIntosh Quadra

950.

'!t. f tat.' f th l VTable 6. I: resu. ;s a se.omen 7ono e
No. contour combination TL STRESS TL REST Toto!

(%) (%) (%)
0 wrong detected 4.0 0.0 2.0
1 two contours x LV and RV 0.0 0.0 0.0
2 two contours x RV 0.0 0.0 0.0
3 two contours x two contours 6.3 6.0 6.15
4 contour inside x LV and RV 0.0 0.0 0.0
5 contour inside x RV 0.0 0.0 0.0
6 contour inside x two contours 4.2 2.0 3.1
7 contour inside x contour inside 0.0 0.0 0.0
8 horseshoe x LV and RV 0.0 0.0 0.0
9 horseshoe x RV 0.0 0.0 0.0
la horseshoe x contour inside 25.0 20.0 22.5
11 horseshoe x two contours 16.7 20.0 18.35
12 horseshoe x horseshoe 43.8 52.0 47.9

Not all the possible contour combinations are detected by the algorithm. This

does not imply that these combinations never will occur. As stated before, the

algorithm is based on a test set of more than 200 studies, where these contour

combinations did occur.

Another important result is that the most frequently detected contour
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combination is that of two horseshoes (about 48% of all detected combinations).

II!I TL STRESS • TL REST I
60__-----------------------,

10

0 H

0

50....---------------------

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

contour combinatIon of transverse and sagitfal view

20..JI-------------------I

~
~ 30..JI---------------------I
~

40..JI---------------------f

Figure 6.1: results ofsegmentation ofthe LV

Failures

Table 6.1 shows that the segmentation algorithm failed in two TL STRESS

studies. The reason for failing is explained here.

The transverse slice, containing the LV, was selected correctly by the algorithm.

On this slice two contours next two each other can be recognized (Fig. 6.2). To

check whether these contours could be part of the LV a quadratic curve is fitted to

the contours. In this case the fitted curve is a hyperbole instead of an ellipse.

Therefore, the two contours keep their label undefined.
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Figure 6.2: contour.s on a transver.se view that were not c/assifiedby the segmen
tation a/gorithm as being the LV

The second failure was due to the very poor perfusion uptake of one half of the

LV. The images of Fig. 6.3. have a sagittal view.

Figure 6.3: contour on a sagitta/ view that was not c/assifiedby the segmen
tation algorithm as being the LV

6.2. Reorientation of the LV

The evaluation of the automatic reorientation is more difficuIt than the
evaluation of the segmentation. The problem consists in the absence of a golden

standard for the quantitative judgement of the quality of short axes slices.

Therefore, a part of the azM_BullsEye program is used to qualify the quality of

the short axes slices. The program gives the operator the ability to correct the

orientation of the LV by rotating and translating the long axis of the LV. A cine of

the radial long axis slices is a visual measure of the quality of the orientation of
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the LV (Fig. 6.4).

The operator is able to move the center of the LV in the upper left image. This

image is the sum-irnage of one or more short axes slices, interpolated to a 512x512

matrix.

ölsplllY Anlllysls: [Hemple Display

FigUfS 6.4: Visua/judgement of the qua/ity ofthe reonentation of the LVas is
imp/emented in azM.-Bu/IsEye

At the right from the sum-image two radial long axis slices can be distinguished,

Septal/Lateral and Anterior/lnferior. On these images the LV can be rotated in

steps of 1 or 4 degrees, clockwise and counter clockwise.

The cine below is used for the judgement of the quality of the reorientation. The

cine shows all extracted radial long axis slices one by one. If the LV wobbles, the

LV is not reoriented correctly, and a correction has to be carried out.
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Hence, the quality of the reorientation can be expressed in three quantities:

• displacement of the center of the LV (number of pixels in 512x512
matrix);

• rotation of Septal/Lateral long axis slice (degrees);
• rotation of Anterior/lnferior long axis slice (degrees).

We used the same set of studies for the evaluation of the reorientation as was

used for the evaluation of the segmentation.

We evaluated the Weight Method as weIl as the Skeletonizing Method. The
detected LV long axes by the Weight Method were used as start parameters for the
optimization algorithm. The results were compared to the manual reorientation
method of ICON (see chapter 2). A skilled technician performed the

reorientation.

The time to reorient the LV, i.e. obtaining the global shape, fitting aquadratic
surface, determine the long axis, and the extraction of short axes slices, took about

15 seconds for the Weight Method, and about 28 seconds for the Skeletonizing
Method. Both methods were performed on an Apple MacIntosh Quadra 950.

The optimization algorithm has been evaluated too. Use is made of the cost
function of Eq. 4.42, based on the sum image of the radial long axis slices. As start

parameters the parameters, defining the detected long axis, obtained by the

Weight Method, are used. The average number of iterations for the optimization

algorithm was about 13. Each iteration takes approximately 21 seconds. So the
time to optimize the orientation of the LV took about 13x21 = 273 seconds.

The graphs of the results of the automatic reorientation are shown in Appendix
IV. The graphs of the manual reorientation are shown in Appendix V.

To get information of the intra- and inter-observer reproducibility, the Weight

Method is evaluated twice by one observer and once by another one. The graphs
of the intra- and inter-observer reproducibility are shown in Appendix VI.
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Center

The results of the movement of the center of the LV for the different methods
are shown in Table 6.2. The graphs belonging to this table are shown in Fig. A.S

A.13 (automatic) and Fig. A.26-A.27 (manual). A displacement of 1 pixel means a
movement of ... 0.9 mmo

fobIe 6.2: resu/ts of correction of center of LV, expressed in percentage of studies that
dl t.. fA th . tnee 'ed a COffec "fon 0 'eSS anxOlXe'S

Type Method =0 ~2 ~4 ~6 ~8 ~10 ~ 12 > 12

TL STRESS Weight 10% 50% 70% 80% 88% 90% 92% 8%

TL REST Weight 10% 38% 70% 84% 88% 94% 94% 6%

TL STRESS Optimized (W) 0'0/0 10% 36% 52% 70% 74% 86% 14%

TL REST Optimized (W) 4% 26% 48% 56% 58% 74% 84% 16%

TL STRESS Skeletonizing 4% 26% 54% 64% 78% 82% 86% 14%

TL REST Skeletonizing 10% 42% 58% 70% 78% 80% 86% 14%

TL STRESS Manual 24% 72% 92% 100% 100% 100% 100% 0%

TL REST Manual 8% 36% 64% 80% 96% 98% 98% 2%

The centers, detected by the Weight Method, were more accurate than the centers,

detected after optimization and by the Skeletonizing Method. Reason for this
could be that the hypothesis, that higher count rates usually are a better
indication of the myocardial wall, is true. However, the manual method showed

a better performance than the Weight Method. Especially the TL STRESS studies

were accurately centred by the manual method. For the TL STRESS studies a

movement of the center of less than 6 pixels was needed.

Septal/Lateral and Anterior/Inferior Angle

The results of the correction of the septal/lateral angle for the different methods

are shown in Table 6.3. The graphs belonging to this table are shown in Fig. A.14

A.19 (automatic) and Fig. A.2S-A.29 (manual). The results of the correction of the

anterior / inferior angle for the different methods are shown in Table 6.4. The

graphs belonging to this table are shown in Fig. A.20-A.25 (automatic) and Fig.
A.30-A.3I (manual).
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Toble 6..1: resu/ts of correction septal//atera/ ang/e, expressed in percentage ofstudies that
needed /ess than X"

Type Method =0° s; 2° s; 4° s; 6° s; 8° < 10° < 12° > 12°

TL STRESS Weight 8% 30% 50% 58% 64% 68% 72% 28%

TL REST Weight 24% 48% 58% 64% 70% 76% 82% 18%

TL STRESS Optimized (W) 38% 52% 60% 74% 80% 86% 88% 12%

TL REST Optimized (W) 28% 48% 60% 76% 78% 84% 88% 12%

TL STRESS Skeletonizing 28% 40% 56% 64% 68% 68% 72% 28%

TL REST Skeletonizing 20% 30% 44% 58% 68% 74% 80% 20%

TL STRESS Manual 32% 60% 80% 94% 96% 98% 100% 0%

TL REST Manual 34% 66% 84% 88% 94% 96% 100% 0%

Toble 6.4: resu/ts of correction anterior/inferior ang/e, expressed in percentage of studies
that needed /ess than X"

Type Method = 0° s; 2° s; 4° s; 6° s; 8° s; 10° s; 12° > 12°

TL STRESS Weight 24% 54% 70% 74% 76% 80% 84% 16%

TL REST Weight 28% 56% 78% 86% 86% 88% 88% 12%

TL STRESS Optimized (W) 42% 52% 58% 68% 74% 82% 88% 12%

TL REST Optimized (W) 34% 50% 62% 74% 82% 86% 86% 14%

TL STRESS Skeletonizing 20% 30% 50% 60% 64% 70% 72% 28%

TL REST Skeletonizing 22~o 40% 52% 70% 80% 82% 84% 16%

TL STRESS Manual 48% 82% 98% 98% 98% 98% 100% 0%

TL REST Manual 34% 70% 82% 92% 96% 98% 100% 0%

Striking is the difference between the results of the septal/lateral angles (on

average 23% needed a correction of more than 12°) and the anterior/inferior

angles (on average 14% needed a correction of more than 12°), and the difference

between the septal/lateral angles of STRESS (approximately 28% needed a

correction of more than 12°) and REST (approximately 18% needed a correction

of more than 12°) of the Weight Method (see Fig. 6.5 and Fig. 6.6).
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Figure 6.5: correction ofseptal/latera/ ang/e Tl. STRESS
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Figure 6.6: correction ofseptal//atera/ ang/e Tl. REST

Looking at Fig. A.14 and A.15, one can see that the main part of the corrections of
the septal/lateral angles has a negative sign. This can be explained, considering

that usually the septal wall of the myocardium is shorter than the lateral wal!.

Therefore, an ellipsoid is fitted to the myocardium, with a long axis that does not
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correspond to the LV long axis, resulting in an orientation of the LV that is

rotated a few degrees counter clockwise on a septal/lateral view. The anterior

wall and inferior wall usually have the same length. So this problem does not

occur with the anterior/inferior angle. The fact that this problem seems to arise

more with STRESS studies than with REST studies, can be explained as well.

STRESS studies usually show images with relatively thicker myocardial walls,
than REST studies. Thus, the points, used for the fitting routine, will describe a

thicker wall for STRESS studies. This means that it is 'easier' to fit a somewhat

rotated ellipsoid to this myocardial wall, than is the case with REST studies.

However, our optimization method solved this problem. After optimization

only 12% of the TL STRESS studies needed a correction of the septal/lateral angle

of more than 12° (instead of 28% before optimization).

Intra- and Inter-observer Reproducibility

For the intra- and inter-observer reproducibility use is made of two parameters.

The first one is expressed in the correlation coefficient r [Rosner, 1986, pp. 409

410], defined as:

Here,

( )

2
n 1 n

Lxx =LX: -- LXj
j=l n j=l

and

and

(6.1)

(6.2)

(6.3)

(6.4)
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In Eq. (6.2) and Eq. (6.3), Lxx and Lyy are called the corrected sum of squares for x,
and for y, respectively. In Eq. (6.4), Lxy is called the corrected sum of cross products

[Rosner, 1986, pp. 372-374].

In our case n=50 (number of studies). For the intra-observer reproducibility x

denotes measurement #1 of observer #1, and y denotes measurement #2 of

observer #1. For the inter-observer reproducibility x denotes measurement #1 of
observer #1, and y denotes measurement #1 of observer #2.

Another measure, used to get an indication of the intra- and inter-observer

reproducibility is the mean difference m, defined as:

(6.5)

with standard deviation sd:

(6.6)

Again, for the intra-observer reproducibility x denotes measurement #1 of

observer #1, and y denotes measurement #2 of observer #1. For the inter

observer reproducibility x denotes measurement #1 of observer #1, and y denotes

measurement #1 of observer #2. The definition of mand sd will only be relevant

in cases of a Gauss distribution. Because we used the displacement of the center

from the origin, this quantity has got only positive values. Therefore, calculating

mand sd of the center has no relevance at all.

The results of the intra- and inter-reproducibility are shown in Table 6.4 and

Table 6.5. The graphs, belonging to the Intra-observer reproducibility are shown

in Fig. A.32-A.37. The graphs, belonging to the Inter-observer reproducibility are

shown in Fig. A.38-A.43.
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Toble 6.4: resu/fs of fhe infra-obseNer reproducibi/ffy of fhe Weighf
Mefhoei expressed in fhe regression coefficienf rand fhe mean
difference befween fhe 2 measuremenfs

Type Quantity r m±sd

TL STRESS center (pixels) 0.98 NA

TL REST center (pixels) 0.83 NA

TL STRESS septaljlateral (0) 0.99 0.06 ± 1.42

TL REST septaljlateral (0) 0.97 -0.63 ± 2.25

TL STRESS anteriorjinferior (0) 0.99 -0.37 ± 1.53

TL REST anterior/inferior (0) 0.98 0.04 + 1.71

Toble 6.5: resulfs of fhe infer-obseNer reproducibi/ffy offhe Weight
Mefhoei expressed in fhe regression coefficienf rand fhe mean
difference befween fhe 2 measuremenfs

Type Quantity r m±sd

TL STRESS center (pixels) 0.92 NA

TL REST center (pixels) 0.72 NA

TL STRESS septaljlateral (0) 0.94 4.66 ± 7.65

TL REST septaljlateral (0) 0.90 1.30 ± 6.31

TL STRESS anteriorjinferior (0) 0.92 -2.02 ± 6.07

TL REST anterior/inferior (0) 0.98 -1.62 ± 5.82

The intra-observer reproducibility was better than the inter-observer repro

ducibility. The intra-observer reproducibility, expressed in the correlation
coefficient, was very good (r:::::1). The same is true for the intra-observer

reproducibility, expressed in the mean difference and its standard deviation

(m:::::O). The inter-observer reproducibility, expressed the regression coefficient as
weIl as in the mean difference and its standard deviation, was relatively poor.

The main reason for this is that in cases where the orientation of the LV is

completely wrong, i.e. correction angle of more than 45°, it is very difficult for the

operator to reorient the LV, due to the method, used by the BuIl's Eye program.
An observer confronted twice with the same difficult case, is likely to reorient the

LV twice in almost the same way. However, if another observer is confronted

with the same difficult case, the result could be quite different from the correction

of the other observer. This effect can be observed in Appendix VI, Fig. A.40-A.43.
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7. Conclusions and Recommendations

7.1. Automatic Segmentation
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The developed method for the automatic segmentation of the LV operated with

98% success. This result is similar to the results of others [Germano et al., 1995],

who succeeded in 98.5% of the studies. The method of Germano is a combination

of iterative clusterification and rule-based location/size criteria, whereas our

method uses shape criteria, complemented with location and size criteria.

Our method failed in one case because one half of the LV was missing in the

image. This LV would be difficult to detect by any other automatic method. In the

other case, where our method failed, two separated contours of the LV were not

labelled as being likely the LV. The reason was that a hyperbole in stead of an

ellipse was fitted to these contours. However, in 33.75% of all the studies, a

combination of two separated contours, indicating the LV, occurred. All of them

were detected correctly by the method of fitting an ellipse to the two contours.

This kind of problems could always arise in the automatic segmentation of the

LV. We conclude that the method we developed has a good performance, and no

further improvements are necessary.

7.2. Automatic Reorientation

For the automatic reorientation we have developed two methods, i.e. the Weight

Method and the Skeletonizing Method. Another method, based on radial long

axis slices, has been developed to improve the results of the automatic

reorientation methods. The problem in evaluating the reorientation of the LV is

that there does not exist any "gold standard". For this reason, the quality of the

reorientation of earlier published methods [Cauvin et al., 1992] and [Germano et

al., 1995] - has not been evaluated. Only the perfect reproducibility of automatic

methods was compared to manual methods.

However, the results obtained by the evaluation, described in chapter 6, show

that, despite the advantage of perfect reproducibility, manual reorientation is

more accurate.
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Center

The centers, detected by the Weight Method, were more accurate than the centers,
detected after optimization and using the Skeletonizing Method. However, the

manual method showed a better performance than the Weight Method.

Septal/Lateral and Anterior/Inferior Angle

From the results, shown in Table 6.2 and Table 6.3, one can conclude that the

automatic reorientation is far from optimal. The results of the Weight Method

are similar to the results of the Skeletonizing Method. The anterior / inferior

angles, detected by the Skeletonizing Method were a shade less accurate than the

anterior / inferior angles, detected by the Weight Method.

Our optimization method solved the problem with the length differences of the

septal and lateral wall. After optimization only 12% of the TL STRESS studies

needed a correction of the septal/lateral angle of more than 12° (instead of 28%

before optimization).

The optimization did not have much effect on the results of the correction of the

anterior/ inferior angle.

General Conclusion

As stated before (§ 4.6.1), generating short axes images perpendicular to the long

axis is possible if such an axis is uniquely determinable. This is true for an

ellipsoid (or, more generally, for aquadratic surface), but the human heart often

considerably departs from the ellipsoidal model, and, in some cases, is quite

asymmetrical. The LV's imperfect conformance to a simple geometric model

poses problems for both manual and automatic reorientation techniques.

Germano et al., state that the disadvantage of manual reorientation, besides the

poorer reproducibility, is that the human operator bases his judgement on 2 2D

images, while the automatic algorithm performs fits in a 3D space. If the operator

emulated the algorithrn's ellipsoidal fit, he/she would have to fit visually

ellipses to the myocardium as it appears in those two planes and gauge the
ellipses' major axis, a nontrivial task at best. In search of simpier reorientation

criteria, most operators draw the LV's long axis as a line passing through the LV's

apex and parallel to, or equidistant from, the LV myocardial walls. Unfortunately,

in many cases those two criteria are mutually exclusive, and in other cases

existing perfusion defects (especially apical) or attenuation artefacts obscure parts
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of the myocardium, making guesswork necessary. With all these considerations

in mind, it is indeed not difficult to understand how a human operator's

accuracy in determining the orientation of the LY's long axis would be, on

average, not better than a few degrees.

The results show, that the conclusion, made by Germano, is true. However, his

next conclusion is, that, considering the difficulty and imperfect reproducibility of

manual reorientation of 3D images, it is conceivable that automatie reorientation

could become the "gold standard" for this task. He is right if there exists any

perfect method. However, based on our results, we can conclude that using a

geometrie model for detection of the LY long axis is not perfect at all.

In the azM, the measure of wobbling of the radial long axis slices on a cine is used

as "gold standard". Our optimization method showed improved results with the

TL STRESS septal/lateral angles. This method is based on the analysis of the sum

image of radial long axis slices. Because of the encouraging results of this method,

our recommendation is that further research has to be done, to derive a useful

quantitative measure, that is abIe to express the measure of wobbling of the long

axis slices on the cine.

Although the quality of the Weight Method is not accurate enough, it still is able

to approximate the orientation of the long axis. The Weight Method is preferabIe

because of its faster and slightly better performance. So, once a useful quantitative

measure for the quality of the reorientation is obtained, this measure can be used

to optimize the result of the Weight Method.
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Appendix I

Flowchart of Reorientation of the LV
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Flowchart of Optimization Algorithm
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Flowcharts of Segmentation of the LV
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Appendix IV

Results ofEvaluation ofAutomatic Reorientation

Corrections of the center of the LV, expressed in the distance (pixels).

"-"-.-- ,_ .".,.., ,., ,.' " .. , ,., ,.".,.".,.,-.-"".. __ ,-.,.,.,.,.,';' -'--:";0-';':- """."

Figure A.8: TL STRESS, Weight Method
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Figure A.9.: TL REST, Weight Method

Figu;;;Ä:"Îo;'ri·sTRESS,7JptlmlZation of
Weight Method

Figure A:li:Tz.REST,optimization of
Weight Method

FigureA~j2.:TL STRESs, Skeletonizing Method Figure A:i.i: TL REST, SkeleToniZ'ÎÎ7g Method
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Correction of the septalllateral angle, expressed in degrees (0).

iigure .-4':14: TL STRESS, WeightMethod

Figure A.ltS: TL STRESS, Optimization of
Weight Method

Figure A.IS: jz REsT, Weight Method

Figur; A:i7:'TL' REST, optÎÎnizationof
Weight Method
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Correction of the anterior/inferior angle, expressed in degrees (0).

Figure A.20: TL STREss. Weight Method Figure A.2'.;~TL REST; Weight Method

Flgi/;;;'A:2i.:7z STREss. op;;;n7Za;/on ot
Weight Method

Figure"Á.2J: Ti REST, opfimization of
Weight Method

I
Figure;f24:7zSTREss. Skeletonifng Method Figure A.25: rli?EST; Sl<elefonfzingMefhod
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Appendix V

Results of Evaluation ofManual Reorientation

Figure A.26: TL STRESS, center Figurs A.27: Tl REST- center

Rgurè'A:28.:Ti..'STRESS, septa/j/alèral angle Figurs A.29.:Ti..RÉST, seplà/j/atèraTangle
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RgureA.JO: Tl STRESS, anteriorjinferiorangle FigursA.Jl: Tl REST- anteriorjinferiorangle
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Appendix VI

Results ofIntra- and Inter-observer Reproducibility

Intra-observer reproducibility of the Weight Method

FJgure A.J2: TL STRESS, center FJgure A.JJ: TLREST,cenfer

FJgureA.J4.:fi.'STRESS,"septêi/ilàfêralangle Figure A.J5: Tl REST, sepfal/lOteral angle

FJgure A.J6: Tl STRESS, anferior/inferior angle FJgure A.J7: TLRES(anferiof/inferior angle
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Inter-observer reproducibility of the Weight Method

Figure A.J8: n STRESS, center Figure A.J9: n REST, center

?~ -
Figure A.40: n STRESS, septal//atera/ ang/e Figure A.4I: n REST, septal//atera/ ang/e

Figure A.42:nSTRESS,aÏ71erior)ir7?erior ang/e FigureA:4J:lzRESf, anteriorjinferior ang/e
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